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Checkmate!

HBO Real
Sports films
‘Final 4’

By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer

By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor

HBO Real Sports was in Brownsville
this weekend filming the President’s
Cup: Final 4 of College Chess
Tournament, hosted by UTB/TSC,
and a chess tournament at Hudson
Elementary School.
HBO Real Sports producer Leah
Williams met with university officials
and the Final 4 chess teams during
a private dinner Friday, according
to UTB/TSC Chess Director Rusty
Harwood. The teams were from UTB/
TSC, University of Maryland-Baltimore
County, Texas Tech University and the
University of Texas at Dallas.
Real Sports is working on a story
about chess in Brownsville and will be
back next month to conduct interviews,
Harwood said.

UTB/TSC officials have introduced
staggered registration in an effort to
prevent high traffic-induced problems
on Scorpion Online and on campus.
Beginning April 20, students will
register according to their identification
number, replacing the previous freefor-all system.
“There are hundreds of students
that require special attention either via
e-mails, telephone or in person, and
we’re not able to effectively provide
the services they may need,” Registrar
Albert Barreda said. “This will give us

Are you in favor of
staggered registration?
Telll us what you think!
Go to:
www.utbcollegian.com
an opportunity to do that. … It’s also
less taxing on the automated system
when the maximum number that we
can possibly have on any given day
would be somewhere between 1,800
and 2,000 vs. the thousands that attempt
to … access the system.”
Students with lower ID numbers
will register before those with higher
numbers, essentially giving students
with seniority priority.
“The majority of the students that
will register the first and second day
will be those students that have been
here the longest,” Barreda said.
Students who access Scorpion
Online and attempt to register outside
their specified day will see a pop-up
with a schedule and a reminder that it’s
not their time to pick classes.
Registration will be carried out in
this manner until May 3, but if students
miss their assigned day, they will be
allowed to register May 4 through Aug.
22.
Mario Gonzalez, a senior English
major, agrees with the new procedure
because students would still be able
to register after missing their assigned
day.
“It makes people more responsible,”
• See ‘Register,’ Page 14
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United to Serve
for a greener
campus
By Luciana Morales
Staff Writer
UTB/TSC will kick off its United
to Serve project on Saturday with the
“Bridge to Bridge” program, where
students and volunteers will clean
up University Boulevard from the
International Gateway Bridge to the
Veterans Bridge at Los Tomates.
The event takes place from 9 a.m. to
noon.
United to Serve is a University of Texas
System community service program.
Each component of the UT System
participates in its own community service
project as part of National Volunteer
Week, which is April 18 through 24.
This year, the Dean of Students Office
will coordinate Earth Week under the
• See ‘United,’ Page 16

2010 Primary Runoff

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

A Brownsville Independent School District elementary student ecstatically makes the final move in the match between the
Homer Hanna and Gladys Porter high school chess teams during the first annual Lawn Chess Tournament, held Tuesday on
the Student Union Lawn. About 80 BISD students participated in the event sponsored by the UTB/TSC Chess Program. It
was one of the activities leading up to last weekend’s President’s Cup: Final 4 of Chess Tournament.
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Tuesday, April 13
Polls Open: 7 a.m.
Polls Close: 7 p.m.
For list of Democratic and
Republican polling places, visit
http://www.co.cameron.tx.us/
election/locations.htm
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SGA supports staggered registration
By Cynthia Hernandez
Staff Writer
The Student Government Association
did not meet quorum Thursday, with only
six members present; however, officers
expressed their opinions regarding the new
staggered registration.
President Ruby de la Fuente said she
met with Provost Alan Artibise regarding
the change.
“He apologized and said we should’ve
been involved in the process … and wanted
me to let the student body know that this
absolutely makes sense,” de la Fuente said.
Miriam Garza, administrative services
and operations manager for the Registrar’s
Office, explained to the senate the process
of staggered registration, in which students
will register in cohorts based on their
identification numbers.
“If anything, I think it’s an incentive
for people to be more organized and
prepared,” de la Fuente said. “Hopefully,

Registration starts Tuesday, Page 1
College Access Night set, Page 6
it’s a discipline that needs to be part of our
campus because a lot of people wait until
the last minute. I’ve been guilty [of] it a
couple of times.”
SGA Vice President of Administration
David Polin agreed with de la Fuente.
“I think it’s a great idea … because I’m
always, you know, last-minute everything,”
Polin said. “I’ve always had trouble. I’ve
always registered online and had trouble.”
Addressing the senate as well was Senior
Financial Aid Officer Magda Goga, who
invited the SGA to attend the UTB/TSC
and BISD College Access Night, in which
they expect between 250 and 300 students
to attend.
“We would like, if possible, for you to
attend and set up a table for you to provide
information about your organization,”
Goga said. “We would love for you to be
there.”

From ‘PreMed’ to
‘Health Professions’

In other SGA news, the senate hopes to
appoint David Smith as chief justice of
the Student Supreme Court this week, as

“

He apologized and
said we should’ve been
involved in the process ...

”

--SGA President Ruby de la Fuente
of Provost Alan Artibise

well as pass Resolution 31, which would
authorize the SGA to spend $500 on Rock
the Vote, an event to promote voting in the
May 8 Texas Southmost College District
trustee and Brownville Navigation District
commission elections. The resolution is
sponsored by Polin.
“We can still pass it next week and make
it possible … which is just to encourage
involvement or participation in the May
election,” Polin said.

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Miriam Garza, administrative services/operations
manager with the Registrar’s Office, speaks about
the staggered registration schedule to the Student
Government Association during its meeting Thursday.

Feeling sleepy

Office changes name to better serve students

By David Boon
Staff Writer
A support service office has been redubbed in order to better identify
with the students it assists.
UTB/TSC’s Office of Premedical Education Programs was renamed as
the Office of Health Professions Careers in order “to be more inclusive of
not only medical schools, but also physical therapy, physician assistants,
pharmacy, etc.,” said the program’s director, Dr. Gustavo Stern.
“The program will cover the same, but it was confusing [to] students
because they thought it was premed, it was only for medical schools,”
Stern said.
“Now, we have a more inclusive type of name, and, hopefully, that
would be a message for students to come over for different health care
careers.”
The program serves about 60 students, Stern said.
In addition to career advising, the office offers workshops that range
in topic from Medical College Admission Test preparation to video
conferences with people on actual clinical rotations.
“Several weeks ago, I was there to get some advice towards my MCAT
preparation, and they were there to even lend me books,” said sophomore
biology major Briza Elorza. “That was pretty helpful.”
The office also makes the students feel more involved through one-onone academic advising and regular meetings with the other students in the
programs, said sophomore biology major Mahima Bazaz.
“I think they’re really taking it up a notch and they’re taking it really
seriously,” Bazaz said. “I think Dr. Stern coming in really has made a big
difference because he’s concerned like one-to one, he checks up on us
every month.”
For more information on how to join this free program, call Stern at
882-5059 or send him an e-mail at gustavo.stern@utb.edu.

Francisco Espinosa/Collegian

Certified hypnotist Rich Aimes puts UTB/TSC students under hypnosis Wednesday in the Student Union’s Gran Salon. Student Life
sponsored the event, called Hypnopalooza.

Retirement Income Specialist
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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Have you
ever been
cheated on,
and if so,
what did
you do?
“Yes, I’ve been
cheated on and
I was very
upset because
… we’re both
named Jenny
and so I was
really,
really
mad. It was a long
time ago, actually. I think
I actually stayed with him though,
so that’s not good, don’t do that.”
Jennifer Brinkworth
Junior environmental sciences
major
“Yes, I’ve
been cheated
on
one
time. I was
engaged
a c t u a l l y,
I was in
the Marine
Corps in Iraq.
…
And
there’s
nothing much I can do except,
well, keep moving [on] with my
life. In retrospect, I should’ve
asked for the ring back, but I still
kind of had hope that it wasn’t
true, but live and love, I guess.”
Robert Herrera
Sophomore criminal justice
major
“Pues
la
verdad sí. Sí me
han engañado
y la verdad,
estaba
bien
ardido [así]
que la dejé
y le dediqué
canciones que
no manches, te
juro que la quería destrozar; le
quería destrozar la vida, pero pues
equis”.
Ivan Carpio
Freshman biology major
“No, no me
han engañado.
Que yo sepa,
no, pero si sí,
yo creo que
no armaría
n i n g ú n
pancho
ni
nada. Si no,
[nada]
mas dejaría de hablar
con esa persona y yo siempre he
dicho que se lo haría para atrás.
Pero no, no creo que sería capaz
de hacerlo”.
Aracely Hernandez
Freshman
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
--Photos by Frank Espinosa

Editorial

Staggered registration
Students have always had
problems gaining access to
Scorpion Online when trying
to register for classes, and
with significant increases in
enrollment (non-dual enrollment
increased by nearly 10 percent
this semester), it is not getting
any better.
In an effort to solve this
problem, the Office of Enrollment
Management has introduced
staggered registration, which
takes effect Tuesday.
Staggered registration allows

The lesser of two evils

students one day to register for
classes according to their student
identification number. Each of
the 10 blocks of students has
one day to register, with students
who have a lower number
registering first and those with a
higher number registering last.
The assumption is, the lower a
student’s number, the higher his
or her classification will be.
This has raised some questions.
What about students who do not
continue with their education
straight through, but instead, drop

out and return after a long period
of time? Can students register
for classes with their academic
adviser before others of the same
classification? And finally, what
if students cannot access the Web
site during that 24-hour period?
University officials say there is
a small margin of students who
will “fall through the cracks” and
any discrepancy will be dealt with
on a case-by-case basis.
The current registration system
results in a bottleneck that
clogs up the Web site, causing

frustration and headaches among
students.
Other universities, such as
Texas A&M University, use
staggered registration, which
seems to work well. While this is
a new process and one can always
expect glitches, it seems a far
better solution than the current
free-for-all online registration
process.
Luckily, university officials say
this is a trial run. Let them know if
there are any kinks in the system
before it becomes permanent.

stall. From
stickers to
slogans, they
support their
politicians,
t h e y
advocate the
polls
and
they
bash

other parties. They even seem
to be using the “power squeeze”
to put the squeeze on those in
power.
The instant I returned to
Brownsville, I was saddened
by the reading material that the
average Rio Grande Valley stall
has to offer. Instead of supporting

the local politicos, they support
the Crips and the Bloods (if
I’m getting the names right).
Instead of advocating voting,
they advocate *ahem* special
services. Instead of bashing the
extreme right or left, they instead

T houghts from the bathroom
By David Boon
Staff Writer

Two years ago, I went to a
bathroom in Austin and was
amazed by what I found.
I am referring to, of course, the
amount of political graffiti one
can find in the average Austin

• See ‘Column,’ next page
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spread hate against those of other
colors or creeds. The average
stall will have some of the most
extreme language and may
actually have real feces instead
of political mud.
Why am I bringing this up two
years after the fact, you ask? At
the moment, several elections are
under way, from county primary
runoff elections to elections
for Texas Southmost College
District board of trustees. Heck,
there are even elections going
on for the Student Government
Association. There are people
from all walks of life running to
support you, the people and the
students. We cannot expect to be
accurately represented unless we
know the issues and advocate for
one politico or the other.
While I am not saying to go
out and mark up UTB/TSC’s
stalls, as they are pristine clean,
it would be nice to see some
political fervor in the Valley
outside of the few special-interest
groups. Think of all we could do:
We could enact change, improve
local roads, make more bike
trails and increase the quality of
local schools. We could make
better use of local funds and
give the Valley a louder voice in
state politics. We could be better
prepared for the next hurricane
and make sure that people are
living in safe environments.
At the very least, going “No.
2” could get a little bit more
interesting.
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Sixth in a series: 2010 Census--making it count

Residents speak of their census experience
By David Boon
Staff Writer

The sun was hot and the going
was tough when Carlos Gregory
participated in the 1960 Census.
Gregory had been approached
by a friend who was working to
collect census information from
people who had not returned
their census form. His friend
had offered him a portion of the
bounty he got for each returned
card or visited house.
While Gregory did not take the
money, he got a memory out of it-one that he calls “fun,” in spite of
the difficulties.
Gregory has lived with his
wife Irma in their Brownsville
neighborhood since 1970, when
their first child was born. They
have seen all sorts of changes in
how the U.S. Census is carried
out. In the 1960 Census, the U.S.

Census Bureau collected the
information on cards, Gregory
said. Now, the form is very simple.
“I got it and mailed it the next
day,” he said. “Why wait?”
The process of obtaining a job
with the Census Bureau is also
more formal, he noted.
2010 Census recruits must be
U.S. citizens, over age 18, have
a driver’s license, pass a practical
skills test and demonstrate
proficiency in English. English
speakers who also are fluent in
Spanish are encouraged to apply.
Representatives from the U.S.
Census Bureau will recruit from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. every day this week
in the Endowment Courtyard
on campus, said Juan Andres
Rodriguez, program director
for UTB/TSC’s Career Services
Department.
The recruiters aim to fill
Cameron and Hidalgo counties’

4,000 positions for Non-Response
Follow-Up starting in May. NonResponse Follow-Up lasts from
eight to 10 weeks and involves
recovering information from
those who did not return their
census questionnaire, according
to Collegian archives. The pay for
available positions ranges from $8
to $25 an hour.
As of press time Thursday,
the mail return rate for Cameron
County was at 50 percent.
“For the census, if you go to
their homes, many people feel
resentful of a person coming
into their home and asking them
questions,” Irma Gregory said.
“You know, for some reason, they
just don’t like it. Maybe they just
don’t understand what the census
is and they abhor having to give
out information.”
She said that people who
are hesitant about answering

the census may be living here
illegally.
“The paper doesn’t have any
questions concerning their status;
it simply wants to know how
many people are living in their
household,” Mrs. Gregory said,
when asked what she would say
to people who do not return their
form. “The reason behind all that
is to be able to get money for this
area, to help our area to improve.”
Gregory remembers from
his experience that sometimes
children would answer the door
in lieu of the adults, suggesting an
avoidance of the count.
“You entail a lot of incidents
when people say, ‘Well, my
mother’s not here, or they’re
taking a nap,’” he said.
He also thinks, though, that the
children may just have been trying
to let their parents get a little more
sleep.

Letters to the editor
Thank you!
I want to thank the UTB/
TSC Kinesiology Club for
volunteering at a track meet at
Leo Aguilar Memorial Stadium
hosted by Liberty Memorial
Middle School in Los Fresnos.
Club President Juan Garza and
the members did an excellent
job and made this event run
very well. They started at 5 p.m.
and didn’t leave until the last
race at 10 p.m. This not only
shows their commitment to their

future profession, but also how
they are willing to give up their
time to help out schools and
the community. I applaud their
efforts and hope to maintain this
relationship.
Lonnie L. Lopez
Athletic Coordinator
Liberty Memorial
Middle School
More trails, please
I hope that, as he begins his

new term as Cameron County
Regional Mobility Authority
chairman, David Allex will
reconsider his support for the
West Loop Toll Road/Parkway,
and then find a more worthwhile
road project.
The nearly eight-mile railroad
tracks that will be empty when
the railroad is relocated should be
converted to a cycling, walking
and nature trail, not a road.
So, congratulations, David
Allex, on your reappointment and

efforts at improving the county’s
future transportation. However,
the toll road/parkway should not
figure in those plans.
A trail would leave a better
quality of life through quiet,
exercise and contemplation for
generations and would not divide
neighborhoods, desecrate parks,
increase noise and lighting and
add concrete.
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville
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C ollegian Enrollment fair set for Tuesday
T he
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widely distributed on campus and is an
award-winning member of the Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association.
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By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
A first-time event aimed at
guiding
soon-to-be
college
students through UTB/TSC’s
enrollment process will be hosted
Tuesday by the Financial Aid
Office.
Returning and continuing
students, and high school seniors
from Brownsville, San Benito,
Harlingen, Port Isabel and Los
Fresnos have been invited to
attend College Access Night,
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Latino education lecture
Patricia
Gándara,
a
professor of education at the
University of California-Davis,
will present the College of
Education Distinguished Lecture
titled “Addressing the Latino
Education Crisis: A National
Imperative” at 6 tonight in
the Education and Business
Complex’s
Salon
Cassia.
Admission is free. For more
information, call the College of
Education Dean’s Office at 8825730.
COMPASS workshops
The Learning Enrichment
Center will conduct the
following
COMPASS
workshops this week: writing, 2
to 4 p.m. Tuesday; reading, 2 to
4 p.m. Wednesday; math, 2 to 4
p.m. Thursday; reading (8 to 10
a.m.), writing (10 a.m. to noon)
and math (12:30-1:30 p.m.)

The Congressional Hispanic
Caucus Institute awards up to
$5,000 to students enrolled full
time in an accredited community
college, four-year university or
graduate/professional program
during the period for which
the scholarship is requested.
Applicants must demonstrate
financial need, have strong
writing skills and must prove
consistent, active participation
in public and/or community
service activities. The deadline

Saturday. All workshops take
place in Cardenas Hall North
104. For more information, call
882-8292.
Study Skills
The Student Success Center
will host a workshop titled
“How to Create Your Dream
Schedule” from 12:15 to 1:15
p.m. Tuesday in Cardenas Hall
North 104. For more information,
call 882-8292.
Book signing
Antonio Zavaleta, assistant
to the provost and professor
of anthropology at UTB/
TSC, and Alberto Salinas Jr.
will sign copies of their book,
“Curandero
Conversations:
El Niño Fidencio, Shamanism
and Healing Traditions of the
Borderlands,” from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. Thursday in the Education
and Business Complex’s Salon
Cassia. For more information,

call 882-7313.
Patron of the Arts
UTB/TSC’s
Mariachi
Escorpion and Luna Azteca will
perform from 8 to 9 p.m. Saturday
in the Arts Center. Admission is
$7. For more information, call
882-8943.
Clinical lab seminar
The
UTB/TSC
Medical
Laboratory
Technology
Program will present a seminar/
workshop
titled
“Clinical
Laboratory and Infectious
Disease Updates for the Rio
Grande Valley” from 8 a.m. to
4:15 p.m. Saturday. For more
information, call 882-5010.
Microsoft workshops
Free workshops on Microsoft
2007 are available to students,
faculty and staff. Training is
conducted from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday in

room 112 (Mini Mead Lab) of the
Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial
Library. For more information,
call Damaris Gutierrez or
Claudia Rodriguez at 882-7442.
Free tax return assistance
The 2010 Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program will
offer free income tax return
preparation to people who cannot
afford a paid professional to
do their return. The assistance
will take place from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Thursday in room F9 of
the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center,
located at 300 Mexico Blvd. For
more information, call 882-4153.
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
If you would like your
organization or department news
published in The Collegian’s
Briefs section, call Cleiri
Quezada at 882-5782 or send her
an e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.

to apply is April 16. For more
information, visit http://www.
chci.org/scholarships/.
The Scholarship for Students
Who Are Hard of Hearing or
Deaf is available to students
who are U.S. citizens and have a
minimum 40dB bilateral hearing
loss as evidenced on audiogram
by an SRT of 40dB or greater
in both ears. Applicants must be
either entering college on a fulltime basis or attending a college
or university in the U.S. Students

must have a minimum 3.2 gradepoint average on a 4.0 scale and
must submit an application and
all required materials in a single
envelope. The deadline to apply
is May 1. For more information,
visit
http://www.sertoma.org/
scholarships.
The Abbott and Fenner
Scholarship will award $1,000
to high school juniors and seniors
as well as students registered
in an accredited postsecondary
institution. Applicants must be

between the ages of 16 and 30 and
must submit a 500- to 1,000-word
essay on the questions: “What do
you see as the long-term impact
of our current recession on the
average family? How might it
affect their future decisions?”
The deadline to apply is June
19. For more information, visit
http://www.abbottandfenner.
com/scholarships.htm.
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada

Police Repor ts
Following are among the
incidents reported by Campus
Police between March 22 and 28.
At 2:35 p.m. March 22,
a Physical Plant employee
driving a Physical Plant vehicle
accidentally struck a palm tree
while backing out of the thermal
plant next to the water tower.
Damage to the vehicle was
estimated at $100.
At 10:53 p.m. March 23, the
Commandant’s Quarters had a
power outage due to construction
workers who accidentally struck
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80 Fort Brown
Brownsville, TX 78520
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College Assistance Migrant
Program, ASPIRE (A Support
Program in Reaching Excellence)
and Student Life will have booths
at the event. Door prizes, food,
beverages, music and campus
tours will be provided as well.
This is the first time Financial
Aid has hosted such an event that
includes other school districts’
students, Chapa said.
About 250 to 300 high school
students are expected to attend.
“We expect it to be a great
success,” Goga said.

Scholarships

Editorial Assistant
Frank Espinosa
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explained. Students will then be
provided assistance in completing
their pending tasks.
Parents are encouraged to
attend because of the important
role they play in encouraging
a student to finish college and
obtain a degree, said Financial
Aid Director Mari Chapa.
“Half of Brownsville has never
been back here to our campus,”
Chapa said. “This is one way we
can showcase our campus and
our programs.”
Scorpion Ambassadors, the

Briefs

Collegian Webcast Editor
Francisco Garza

Spanish Editor
Ana Laura Martell

which is scheduled from 5 to 8
p.m. in Tandy Hall.
“We are making sure the
students follow through and
complete
the
enrollment
requirements,”
said
Senior
Financial Aid Officer Magda
Goga.
A
checklist
of
the
entire
enrollment
process
encompassing Financial Aid,
FAFSA completion, testing and
Scorpiontation sign-up will be
provided for those who have not
completed the process, Goga

a power line at the intersection of
Gorgas Drive and May Street.
At 1:05 p.m. March 24, an
intoxicated man lying on the
Jacob Brown Auditorium lawn
was arrested.
At 6:50 p.m. the same day, a
staff member reported losing her
UTB/TSC parking permit. She
traded in her Nissan Altima and
forgot to remove the permit.
At 11:45 a.m. March 25, an
Aztec employee reported that
an unknown individual has been
stealing brand-new rolls of paper

towels from the men’s restrooms
in the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center.
At 12:02 p.m. the same day,
a student injured himself while
playing pington in the Manuel B.
Garza Gym.
At 9:02 p.m. March 28, a
Campus Police officer was
dispatched to lot AB in regard to
a male and female arguing.
--Compiled
by
Cynthia
Hernandez

Classifieds
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SEEKING PART-TIME NANNY 20-25 hours
wkly., 7.25 p/hr., Monday-Friday afternoons
(3 pm-8 pm). Driver license required, speak
English, do homework w/ kids, help with
light chores, no crime/record. Call 541-9001

Spanish Speaking? Marketers needed.
PT/FT. Management possible.Training
provided. Letter, résumé:
BusinessAmerica@gmx.com

Need a job? Sell Avon and Mark.
You can start your own business for only
$10. Contact us and we can help you every
step of the way.
Janie 639-5073--Brenda 640-4483.
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Dingbats to present ‘The Phantom Tollbooth’
By Francisco Garza
Webcast Editor
Giant animals, living clocks, princesses
and demons of boredom are preparing for
their debut on campus this week.
Dingbat Productions will present “The
Phantom Tollbooth,” a play taken straight
from a children’s novel.
“It’s a modern fairy tale about this very
bored girl who does not know what to
do with all the time that she has, so this
mysterious car arrives to her room one day
and transports her to the Land of Wisdom,”
said Arthur Gonzalez, a senior biology
major and director of the play.
The club previously produced “The
Rocky Horror Show” in the fall. This
time around, the club decided to present a
more family oriented show. But, Gonzalez
said, the play still offers something for all
audiences.
“Some people think that because it’s
a fairy tale, it won’t appeal to a college
audience, but because it is a college
audience they will appreciate the script so
much more,” Gonzalez said.
The first show is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student Union’s Gran
Salon, and the second is set for 8 p.m.
Friday on the Cardenas Hall South Lawn.
Admission for both shows is free.
The play is sponsored by the Student

C

upid’s
orner
Luciana Morales/Collegian

Zamora and Jose Orozco, who join her in
the lead roles as the Humbug and Tock,
respectively. Clarissa Contreras, Joe
Uvalles, Oscar Gutierrez, Nancy Singlaterry,

“

Some people think that
because it’s a fairy tale, it
won’t appeal to a college
audience, but because it is
a college audience they will
appreciate the script so much
more.

”

--Arthur Gonzalez, director
of the Phantom Tollbooth

Sandra Singlaterry, Allen Hernandez, Alan
Marquez, William Berg and David Boon
round up the cast. The majority of the cast
play two or more characters.
This will be Gonzalez’s last show because
he is graduating this semester, and will be
attending the University of Texas Health
Science Center San Antonio Dental School
in the fall.
“[It is] going to be my last show for the
better part of a decade,” he said. “I’m not
going to be in any [more] shows, so if you
like to see me at stage you should check it
out.”

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Senior biology major Arthur Gonzalez (left) directs Bridgett Collis during the April 5 rehearsal of the play “The
Phantom Tollbooth” in the Student Organization room. Also shown is cast member and UTB/TSC student Joe
Uvalles.

Government Association, who bankrolled
the play at $1,600.
“We had a lot of [budget cuts],” Gonzalez
said, adding that they originally planned for
a budget of $3,600.
But, he said, the production will not suffer

due to any budget shortages.
“[We have] a cast of 40 people and we
only have 10 actors,” Gonzalez said. “That
goes to show the quality of our actors.”
The cast consists of Bridget Collis, who
will play the lead role of Mia; Fernando

Name: Wesley Aaron Roberts
Age: 20
Classification: Sophomore
Major: Biology
Zodiac sign: Leo
What’s your favorite food? “Pizza.”
Word you use the most: “Whatever.”
What are your weaknesses? “Chocolate.”
What puts you in a good mood? “Basketball or playing
sports.”
What do you prefer: fast, difficult or forbidden? “Difficult.”
How do you approach women? “Just try to start a casual
conversation.”
What do look for in a girl? “A girl who respects herself.”
Where would you take a girl on date? “Probably the beach
at sunset.”
Do you like giving or receiving? “Giving.”
Do you think it’s OK for men to cry? “Yes.”
Where can you be found on a random Saturday afternoon?
“At the gym.”
Free Association Quiz:
Kiss: “Love.”
Normal: “Day.”
Turn-off: “Smoking.”
Nightlife: “Parties.”
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
If you would like to be featured in Cupid’s Corner, call Cleiri
Quezada at 882-5782 or send her an e-mail at collegian@
utb.edu.

’Scopes
By Francisco Garza
Webcast Editor
Aries (March 21-April 19):
This is the last time I am going
to tell you, you are not a pirate!
Taurus (April 20-May 20):
This week do not play with
matches. We don’t need another
“burning sheep” incident.
Gemini (May 21-June 21):
If you have to choose between
wood and gold, choose wood.
You will thank me when you
need a flotation device.
Cancer (June 22-July 22):
Life is like a printer. It’s all
good until you run out of ink-or paper.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23):
Time can be relative, or it can
be hammer time!
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22):
This week you might think you
are a vampire. You are not; you
just got glitter on you.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23):
Searching is overrated. If you
can’t find your pants, just don’t
wear them.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
If this week you feel depressed,
turn your frown upside down,
then upside down again, then
upside down once more. Now,
do you remember why you
were sad? No? Good.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Up, up, down, down, left,
right, left, right, B, A, start.
Just keep doing that and you’re
bound to unlock something.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): This week you should play
hide and seek with yourself. It’s
that or doing homework, your
call.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19):
Nicknames are a funny thing.
Sometimes.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20):
404 NOT FOUND
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W. Morrison Road expansion OK’d
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
The City of Brownsville will begin
a $5.5 million construction project on
West Morrison Road thanks to a group of
property owners.
During its meeting Tuesday, the
Brownsville City Commission entered
into a contract with Morrison Owners Inc.
for the purpose of stimulating economic
development within the city and providing
for traffic infrastructure development.
Morrison Owners Inc. was described as
a nonprofit organization in documents
provided by the city.
However, Commissioner At-Large “A”
Anthony Troiani told The Collegian via
telephone Thursday the organization had
not reached proper status.
“The organization is formed but they
don’t have 501(c) status,” Troiani said.
“We can’t enter into an agreement until
they reach that status.”
501(c) status means a nonprofit
corporation or association is tax exempt.
City Attorney Mark Sossi told the
commission Morrision Owners Inc.
consists of members who own land near
the proposed extension of West Morrison
Road.
Sossi said the city and the organization
will work together and divide the project’s
costs.
“The way this is going to work or the
way we are suggesting it to work is that the
developers initially put out $1.1 million or
so into a trust account to be managed by a
trustee to be appointed by the city,” he said.
“The contract will then be administered by
the developers and money would be put in
[on] a 50/50 basis.”
Sossi also said the contract gives the
city the ability to advance monies for the
construction but is not obligated.
City Manager Charlie Cabler said the

The City of Brownsville will begin a $5.5 million expansion of West Morrison Road.

landowners want to contribute to building
the road because they do not want to wait
for the Texas Department of Transportation
to provide the funds.
Cabler told the commission TxDot said
it will be able to finance East Morrison
Road, but will have to wait for funds for
West Morrison.
“They already told us don’t even look at
us until 2014 or beyond to even consider
you,” Cabler said. “So, we either wait four
or five years down the road to even hope
that there is funding in place for this.”
District 2 Commissioner Charlie
Atkinson worried the road would not be
built correctly.
“Look at Pablo Kisel, we have problems
with that street, we don’t want to see another
street get built like that by not holding
these Morrison Owners accountable for the
quality of the street,” Atkinson said.
Mayor Pat Ahumada responded
city standards will be followed in the
construction.
District 3 Commissioner Melissa
Zamora then asked who would be the
project’s engineer.

Michael Peña/Collegian

Sossi
responded
previous
city
commissions had already assigned
Ambiotec Civil Engineering Group from
Brownsville as the project engineer for
West and East Morrison roads.
The Collegian asked for the names of
the property owners included in Morrison
Owners Inc. but was told by City Secretary
Estela Von Hatten that a public information
request had to be filed. The Collegian filed
the request on Wednesday.
In other business, the commission
approved a resolution requesting the Texas
Legislature and Gov. Rick Perry take action
to compel payday advance companies to
stop usurious lending.
Michael Rodriguez, a member of the
Texas Appleseed board of directors, a
nonprofit organization that supports the
issue, asked the commission to take a
step and request that the Legislature
stop “predatory lending” during its 2011
session.
“There is no regulation that affects these
companies and it allows them to charge
up to 500 percent interest on short-term
loans,” Rodriguez said. “Well, the loophole

allowed these lending organizations to
basically pay a $100 fee year registration
in the state of Texas and then lend money
unregulated.”
During the Feb. 16 commission meeting,
commissioners set restrictions on where
payday advance companies may set up
shop.
During
Tuesday’s
meeting,
the
commission also approved a resolution
to replace 20 traffic signal intersections
along three arterial streets: Boca
Chica Boulevard, east of Expy. 77/83,
International Boulevard and Padre Island
Highway.
The incandescent lights on the
traffic
signals
will
be
replaced
with
light
emitting
diodes.
“This retrofit offers a pragmatic and costeffective way to increase the city’s energy
efficiency, reduce energy bills and improve
safety by providing more visibility,”
according to city documents.
Funding comes from a grant provided
by the Texas Comptroller’s State Energy
Conservation Office. The city will replace
12-inch red, 12-inch green and 12-inch
pedestrian traffic lights.
The commission also awarded a threeyear term contract for management and
operation of the Catherine B. Stillman
Animal Clinic for the Brownsville Animal
Regulation and Care Center to Brownsville
Spay/Neuter Inc.
“It is the intent of the City of Brownsville
to outsource the management and
operations of The Catherine B. Stillman
Clinic since it currently cannot meet the
demands of the community in providing
spay and neuter services,” Purchasing
Director Roberto C. Luna said.
Brownsville Spay/Neuter Inc. will pay
the city $38,000 for all medical and nonmedical equipment required under the
contract for performing animal spay/neuter
procedures, according to city documents.

Board approves property insurance plan

By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer

The Texas Southmost College District
board of trustees has approved payment to
the UT System in the amount of $294,801
for Comprehensive Property Protection

Plan insurance to cover Texas Southmost
College facilities.
During the March 25 board meeting,
administrators announced the coverage
includes fire and all other perils and named
windstorm and flood coverage.
The board also renewed a contract with

R.N. Jones Agency for windstorm and
hail insurance coverage with a 1 percent
deductible. The premium is $869,108.
Melba Sanchez, assistant vice president
for the TSC Office of Finance, told the
board insurance rates are flat and renewal
of the policies will not be an additional cost

to the district.
Sanchez also said the Texas Windstorm
Insurance Association has increased the
limits per building from $4.1 million to
$4.4 million, “so we are able to obtain
additional coverage on at least nine of our
buildings that exceed that limit.”
Phillip B. Dandy, director for Office
of Risk Management for UT System,
said UTB/TSC has more than $244
million in values to insure. Through
the policy, the university is able to
insure $106.5 million in facilities.
In other news, the board designated
box R in the Arts Center as the
“Scorpion Box,” which guests of
UTB/TSC will use.
“These boxes are prime location and
they will offer a wonderful view of the
stage and the performance hall and
they really are wonderful seats,” said
Ruth Ann Ragland, vice president for
Institutional Advancement.

Join
The Collegian
Facebook
group!
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Club

spotlight

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Members of the Campus Activities Board include (front row, from left): Vice President of Historical Archives Ruben
Reyna, Roxanne Cavazos, Vice President of Policies and Procedures Jesse Garcia, Vice President of Membership
Karla Lozoya, Secretary Ruby Ramos and Michael Quiñones. Back row: Frank Hernandez, President Karina Hinojosa,
Vice President Laura Paredes, and Christopher Villarreal.

Courtesy Photo

Melina Martinez, a graduate student working toward her master’s degree in education (curriculum and
instruction, emphasis in art education), stands in front of the kiln located in the Ceramics Studio in
Rusteberg 130.

Special to The Collegian

Professor Nancy Sclight and her ceramics class hosted their annual Bowl-aThon on Saturday. In this project, students, faculty, staff and community members
participate in making ceramic bowls.
The goal of this event is to make more than 200 ceramic bowls that will be donated
to the RGV Food Bank’s “Empty Bowls Project.” This effort will raise money to
help needy residents in the Rio Grande Valley.
The event gave participants an opportunity to have fun and practice their art skills
while giving back to the community.

Name: Campus Activities Board
Purpose: To promote the interests
of UTB/TSC and its students;
to bring about a greater spirit of
unity and cooperation among all
students; to encourage the students’
development of leadership skills
through active participation in the
Office of Student Life; to provide
UTB/TSC and the community of
Brownsville with the best possible
events; and to retain its position
as a respected contributor to the
establishment and maintenance of
a higher educational, recreational,
social and cultural standard for the
university community.
Re-established: 2003
President: Karina Hinojosa
Vice President: Laura Paredes

Vice President of Policy and
Procedure: Jesse Garcia
Vice President of Membership:
Karla Lozoya
Vice President of Public
Relations: Jessica Tapia
Vice President of Historical
Archives: Ruben Reyna
Secretary: Ruby Ramos
Sponsors: Eloy Alvarez and
Sergio Martinez
Events: Scorpions Gone Country,
featuring Natalie Stovall; Noche
Bohemia, Mr. Amigo reception,
Team Rootberry and Battle of the
Bands.
Community Service: Volunteered
at
NAIA
Championship
Tournament and Rancho Viejo
Golf Tournament

Meetings: Held from noon to 1
p.m. on Fridays in the Student
Organization room.
Requirements: Must be a UTB/
TSC student and meet SAP
requirements.
For more information: Contact
Ramos at (956) 241-7387 or send
an e-mail to Ramos78586@aol.
com
--Compiled by Elizabeth A. Perez
There are three issues of The
Collegian left this semester. If
you would like your student
organization featured in the Club
Spotlight, call Collegian reporter
Elizabeth A. Perez at 882-5143 or
send an e-mail to collegian@utb.
edu.

Ye olde
procession

The UTB/TSC Scorpio
Consort promotes
the Bougainvillea
Ball Wednesday
along the Paseo.
Members dressed
and performed in
the Renaissance
theme. This year’s
Bougainvillea theme
was “A Knight to
Remember.”
Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Watch:
“The Collegian
News” Webcast
@
www.utbcollegian.com
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Américo
Paredes

Courtesy Photo

UTB/TSC History
Professor Manuel
Medrano signs a copy
of his book, “Americo
Paredes: In His Own
Words,” for graduate
student Joe Lee Rubio
on Tuesday. About
125 people attended
the reading and book
signing.
Michelle Serrano/Collegian

Américo Paredes was born on
Sept. 3, 1915, in Brownsville. He
attended Brownsville High School
and later Brownsville Junior
College. A husband and father, he
became a Fulbright Scholar, earning
his doctorate in both English and
anthropology from the University
of Texas at Austin. He was then
offered a professorship and tenure
in both areas at the university.
He was a prolific writer,
folklorist, poet and guitar player.
He spoke five languages and was
fond of corridos, popular Mexican
narrative songs.
Paredes is described as brilliant,
fearless and respectful. Known
for his perfectionism, he was a
meticulous and tenacious man.
His scholarship helped preserve
Mexican and Mexican-American
folklore, border traditions and
significantly contributed to the
Chicano movement. He died May
5, 1999.
--Ana Laura Martell
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Prof pays tribute to Américo Paredes
By Ana Laura Martell
Spanish Editor

UTB/TSC History Professor Manuel
Medrano has published “Américo Paredes: In
His Own Words, an Authorized Biography,”
which chronicles the life of a prominent 20th
century Brownsville scholar and professor at
the University of Texas at Austin.
The writer’s overall goal is to introduce
to today’s generation what past generations
should already know:
“Dr. Américo Paredes was a courageous
scholar, that he defended our border traditions
with dignity and honor,” Medrano said in an
interview with The Collegian.
Born and raised in Brownsville, Medrano
first heard about Paredes through his mother.
He later would hear him as keynote speaker
at the Civic Center during a Texas Southmost
College tribute for the scholar in the late 1970s.
Medrano first interviewed Paredes in 1994,
four years before his death, and became very
interested and inspired. This was not only the
beginning of what later became a biography,
but also the start of a new friendship.
“Once I interviewed him, I was fascinated by
him and so I interviewed him more and more,”
Medrano recalled.
The writer quickly earned the trust of
Paredes, who shared with him many personal
documents, including intimate literature
Paredes had never shared before, primary
sources Medrano would later incorporate in his
project.
Medrano’s book differs from others
regarding the scholar; most books focus on
his writings and previous biographies were not
authorized by Paredes or his family.
Interviews with Paredes’ sons, brothers,

Office of News & Information

Américo Paredes
nieces and nephews also provided Medrano
floor stacked against the wall.
with family photographs and insight he would
“His works speak for himself,” said
not have in his possession had he not been a
Medrano.
family friend.
As successful and highly regarded as he
He also interviewed co-workers and former
was, Medrano believes that most importantly,
students, and spent many long days at the
Paredes was a great person in general.
University of Texas at Austin’s Nettie Lee
“[There are] few people in our lives that
Benson Latin American Collection browsing
come in with … a presence about them, by the
through archives and existing literature on
way they act, the way they talk, very confident,”
Paredes.
he said. “They almost command respect, but at
Making sure Paredes’ story was told as he
the same time, they respect the people they are
told it was one of Medrano’s priorities. More
talking to.” He said this was the type of person
importantly, he aspired his book to be worthy
Paredes was.
of the respect Paredes deserves.
As an excellent teacher, he knew the power
“I wanted to write a book respectful of what
of knowledge.
he did but more importantly of who he was,”
“He demanded a lot from his students but at
Medrano said in Spanish during the interview.
the same time [being the] great person [he was,
Paredes was a humble man who, according
he] knew the power of knowledge,” Medrano
to his biographer, never spoke about himself
said. “But [he] also knew how to articulate it
and never had his awards and recognitions
with respect so people want to learn as opposed
hung on his wall, but rather placed them on the
to [be] afraid of him because of his knowledge.

It’s one thing to be intimidated, it’s another
thing to be challenged, and that struck me.”
Another thing that impacted and excited
Medrano was how proud Paredes was to be an
alumnus of the junior college he attended and
what is now UTB/TSC.
The biographer holds dearly everything
Paredes shared with him and everything he
learned about Paredes, who is now deceased.
“To take somebody … that you know about
when you’re a kid, that you use him in your
classes to quote him so students will learn
about him, and then you get to know him, and
then you get to write a story about him--that’s
sweet,” Medrano said. “It’s as good as it gets.”
Medrano has co-written two history books,
written three books of poetry and produced
“Los del Valle,” an oral history series profiling
prominent Rio Grande Valley individuals,
including Paredes, Chicano writer Rolando
Hinojosa-Smith and UTB/TSC President Juliet
V. García.
“As our community and university pass
though their own histories, it’s important to
acknowledge individuals who have stopped
here along the way and who have made our city
and our college better places,” Medrano said.
Ideally, the history professor would like to
write a biography on another local figure, José
Mendoza López, who was also profiled in “Los
del Valle” and whose family he is also close to.
López was a U.S. Army soldier who received
the Medal of Honor for his heroism in World
War II.
Medrano had a book reading and signing
at 6 p.m. last Tuesday in the Education and
Business Complex’s Salon Cassia.
The cost of the book is $22.95 and is available
for purchase at the Barnes & Noble Bookstore
and BookBee.
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Register

Continued from Page 1

Gonzalez said. “I guess I’m all for it because
it would improve the overall function. There
won’t be [crowds,] there won’t be a lot of
lines.”
The registration committee, composed
of faculty and representatives from the
vice presidents’ offices, Financial Aid,
the Business Office, Academic Advising
and the Office of Scheduling and Course
Inventory, Barreda said, discussed and then
implemented their decision after considering
other options.
“Very few students are ever in favor of
an alpha breakdown because there isn’t a
true way of being fair that way,” Barreda
said. “So, we thought about seniority on
completed hours, but sometimes it’s skewed
because you can have a person with 100
completed hours but they’ve changed their
program of study and they’re still taking
first-year courses.”
Classification-based registration was
attempted four to five years ago, said Rene
Villarreal, interim associate vice president
for Enrollment Management and director of
Admissions. However, disadvantages were
identified with this method.
Errors in the system became evident when
a student transferred to another institution
and then returned to UTB/TSC. Because
of manual transcript evaluation, a student
would be misclassified as a freshman “when
he would potentially be at a sophomore or
junior level,” Villarreal said.
The form of ID-based staggered
registration was chosen after taking into
consideration the university’s computer
system, that staggered registration is a
common practice among larger institutions,
and evaluating other possibilities’ fairness.
Juanita Lopez, a senior English major,
disagrees with the new registration
procedure.
“I say first come, first serve; whoever gets
online first is whoever,” Lopez said. “I’m
just saying because I’m afraid I’d be left out
of the class I want.”
However, Villarreal said depending on the
situation, “we may have the possibility of
providing exceptions.”
“If a student is up for graduation and
they’ve made every attempt to register for
that course early on, I don’t foresee them
having any difficulty,” he said. “A student
who is well-prepared … will attempt to
have the correct schedule early on. For that
precise reason, we shouldn’t experience
many students who fall into that category.”
This new procedure for registration is not
set in stone, though.
“If this works, then there is a possibility
that we would continue with it for the mere
reason that we do have challenges with our

Summer Registration Schedule
Registration
No registration
Late Registration
Add/Drop Period

Staggered
Registration
Schedule

Dates
to
remember
- 0144300
0
0
3
0
0
0
ID 0
April 20
ID 0144301 0204400
April 21

300
01 - 0230
4
4
0
2
0
ID
April 22

ID 0230301
- 0248100
April 23

Registration will be restricted by student
ID from April 20 through May 3.
Do not miss the date! Those who do not
register on their set day will have to wait
until May 4.
0261800
ID 0248101 April 26
ID 0261801 0277400
April 27

ID 0312701 - 0332800
April 30

her
01 and hig
8
2
3
3
0
ID
May 3

ID 0277401 - 0289800
April 28

General Registration
May 4 to August 22

- 0312700
ID 0289801
April 29

Add/Drop
Period
August
23-25

Source: registar’s Office

computer system,” Villarreal said. “… What
we will do for this term, we will evaluate how
it worked, the advantages and disadvantages
and if it be, we may end up moving back to
classification that we have done in the past.”

Call 956-546-0381
www.uisroom.com

55 Sam Perl Blvd.

$49
PER DAY

(Off 12th St.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer II
April 13 - April 19
May 4 - July 5
May 17, Jun 7-8
July 6 - Jul 11
July 12-13

Fall 2010

Faculty, Students, Staff!
$300
PER
MONTH*

May
Summer I
April 13 - April 19 April 13 - April 19
May 4 - May 10 May 4 - May 31
May 17
May 11 - May 16 June 1 - Jun 6
May 17
June 7-8

$500 per month double occupancy
Flexible month-to-month agreement
All utilities paid (cable, water, electricity)
Near the UTB main campus, 8 min. walk
Security Surveillance
Furnished, large rooms, full-size beds
Micro-fridge, microwave, pool
Restaurants Nearby
Internet Available
Laundry Area

TAKE 12TH STREET EXIT GOING WEST FROM EXPRESSWAY.
*For the first 2 months only, then $400 afterwards.
GO ONE MILE. MOTEL IS ON RIGHT SIDE.

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Barreda also said changes could be made.
“If we need to tweak that approach,
we are certainly willing to listen to some
suggestions,” he said.
Changes such as registering incoming

freshmen at Scorpiontation and separating
the May, Summer I and II registration
periods, which are scheduled for April 13
through 19, have been implemented as well
to ease potential traffic.
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Mr. Fix-It: Kazakhstan scientist comes to UTB/TSC’s aid
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
Usually when anyone has a problem
with their computer, specialists such as
the Geek Squad are called in. But whom
do you call when a supercomputer has
problems?
That was the predicament UTB/TSC’s
Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy
had recently with its supercomputer.
Supercomputers are used to calculate
problems that are too massive and
complicated for a regular computer to
handle, such as forecasting detailed weather
patterns. The center uses its computer for
complex physics experiments.
Malik Rakhmanov, an assistant professor
in the Physics and Astronomy Department,
said that more than a year ago, the center
lost the one student who worked with the
supercomputer and since then it has started
to deteriorate due to lack of maintenance.
NASA funded the supercomputer
several years ago and this year the center
is getting a new supercomputer about 100
times more powerful than the older model.
Although Rakhmanov is glad to be getting
a newer model, he said it saddened him to
let the other one deteriorate because it had
given so much to the university.
“We’re not holding on to something
old just [because],” he said. “No, we
will have a very, very good machine; it’s
just that this one has legacy. That’s the
machine that gave us a boost. They made
a very successful simulation. They found
out a lot of interesting new results with it
about these black hole binaries and they
published very nice articles. There was a
statement made about this achievement in
Congress.”
Rakhmanov
said
that
both
supercomputers will be of great use to the
center and to the university in general,
which is why his department wanted the
older model up and working.
“People suggested to me a very nice
research problem which requires a powerful

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

Bakhyt Matkarimov, a computer scientist and professor at Kazakh-British University, came to UTB/TSC to install
software and an operating system on a computer for the Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy. He stayed
here for two months, taking the cluster apart and rebuilding the entire system.

computer,” he said. “It’s to calculate the
propagation of light in photonic crystals.”
The center received samples of opal
photonic crystals from the Nano Tech
Institute of the University of Texas
at Dallas. In order to study, research
and experiment with the crystals, the
supercomputer was needed. Opals exist in
nature and are sometimes used in jewelry,
but the opals used in his lab are synthetic.
“Light behaves in an abnormal way when
it goes through these structures, so instead
of normal positive refraction, it experiences
negative refraction,” Rakhmanov said.
When light hits the crystal, different
colors emanate from it, such as green, pink
and blue.
“UTB will be doing this type of new
research here,” he said. “We’ll be studying
these new materials.”
However, no research of this kind is
possible without the supercomputer. This
urged the quest to find someone who could

upgrade the machine.
Rakhmanov said he was talking to a
friend and fellow countryman, Bakhyt
Matkarimov, Ph.D., from Kazakhstan, who
mentioned that he was a computer scientist.
“I said, ‘Well, maybe you can fix our
computer cluster,’ and he said, ‘Sure, I’ll
fix it in a couple of weeks,’” Rakhmanov
said.
Matkarimov is a professor at KazakhBritish Technical University and is the
head of the research and development
laboratory.
He ended up staying two months
installing software, putting in an operating
system and making it work to where users
can run the software.
“Bakhyt [Matkarimov] literally took
the cluster apart and put it back together,
rebuilding the entire system,” Rakhmanov
said.
Matkarimov said that if there are many

points to simulate for long periods of
time, more than one computer is needed in
order to fit it into the memory. Integrated
computational systems are called clusters
and the cluster that makes simulations of
gravitational waves is called Funes.
A computer cluster is a group of
computers linked together working closely
so that it almost forms one single computer.
“I [was] invited here to fix the clusters.
… I come here to make collaboration,”
Matkarimov said.
Rakhmanov said the center collaborates
with other universities from across the
globe, including the U.S., Germany and
Mexico.
He said that in a collaboration,
researchers work with each other by
sharing equipment and techniques in order
to work toward the same goal.
“He was very interested to collaborate
with us because of all these research
projects that we have,” Rakhmanov said of
Matkarimov. “We don’t have such visitors
often here. It’s very, very unusual.”
He said it is unusual to have someone
come to UTB/TSC from somewhere as far
as halfway around the world.
Matkarimov is also involved in the
International Olympiad in Informatics,
which is an annual computer science
competition for secondary school students.
“I’m team leader of Kazakhstan in this
area, so I’m training our best scholars,
schoolboys, for programming and also
I’m making high-school-level Olympiad
competitions,” he said.
Matkarimov said he enjoyed seeing
parrots flying overhead and the fact that
UTB/TSC has many festivals.
“I like [it] because winter was a very
nice climate,” he said.
Aside from the language, he said the
culture was not that much different from
his own. He thinks it would be interesting
to teach programming algorithms at UTB/
TSC and would like to do so some day.
“Really, this is a very good university,”
Matkarimov said.

In training

In honor of women
UTB/TSC
Associate
Professor
Eloisa G.
Tamez accepts
a $100 movie
party gift card
on behalf of
the Nursing
Department,
which placed
first in the
Women in
History Door
Contest held
last month.
The Office of
Construction
Management
received
second place
and a pizza
party and the
Military Science
Department
garnered third
place and
Career Services
padfolios. The
contest was
sponsored by
the Career
Services
Department
and the Dean of
Students Office.
Michael Peña/Collegian

Senior
kinesiology
major and
personal trainer
Diego Garcia
assists junior
accounting
major Lucia
Cordero with
a workout
regimen during
a “Women
and Weights”
session March
30 in the
Recreation,
Education and
Kinesiology
Center. The
session was
part of the
university’s
observance
of Women’s
History Month.
Michael Peña/Collegian
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UT TeleCampus restructured

UT System Public Affairs

AUSTIN--The University of Texas System
administration on Thursday announced
it will restructure its UT TeleCampus
operation to further empower the system’s
nine academic campuses and six health
institutions to use their tremendous faculty
expertise in distance learning and enhanced
technological capabilities. The move will
allow greater access to UT courses online,
leading to improved student success and
graduation rates.
UT TeleCampus will transition into
a new UT System administration office
that supports campus efforts by serving as
a central clearinghouse for innovations,
implementing start-up programs, and
assisting with distance education marketing

and recruitment efforts. Restructuring
the UT TeleCampus operation will better
support the current and future needs of UT
campuses, faculty and the students they
serve.
Created in 1998 and funded by the
UT System board of regents, the UT
TeleCampus was charged with developing
the initial technical and instructional support
to assist UT institutions in developing
distance education courses. Since that
time, UT institutions have developed and
administered their own distance education
courses and now offer more than 2,400
online courses each academic year. The
UT TeleCampus has achieved its goals of
providing the campuses the capacity of
offering outstanding online and distance
education courses.

Recognizing the growth of distance
learning across campuses, a shared services
alliance--composed of distance learning
experts from UT campuses--is working to
maximize exposure of students to distance
education courses available to them. Among
the priorities identified by the alliance
is a focus on providing greater access to
students consistent with the state’s “Closing
the Gaps” initiative.
“The UT TeleCampus is recognized
as a pioneer in distance learning,” said
UT System Chancellor Francisco G.
Cigarroa. For the last 12 years, it has
been successful in helping all of the UT
campuses develop advanced technological
capabilities, and over those years, the
campuses have developed an enormous
capacity of taking distance learning to new

heights. The UT System administration
and its institutions now believe that a
new organizational support structure is
appropriate as the next step in maximizing
distance education opportunities for
our students. The UT TeleCampus has
accomplished its mission of providing this
capability to our campuses.”
The first program to be supported by
the new UT System administration office
is the Bachelor’s Accelerated Completion
Program or BAC. The BAC will allow
students who have completed 60 or more
semester credit hours to accelerate their
completion of certain baccalaureate
degrees in up to three disciplines at five UT
institutions. Students from anywhere in
Texas or the nation will be eligible to apply
for admission to the program.

walk-in students as possible, but without
an appointment, you should be prepared to
wait.
--Avoid surprises! (What do you mean
my registration can’t be completed at
this time?) Make sure you don’t have any
holds. Have you paid that parking ticket or
library fine?
--Testing: Have you completed all
testing requirements?
First time freshmen should talk to an
adviser about their test results to ensure
proper placement in classes. If you are not
college-ready in any area (reading, writing
or mathematics), take those courses that
will help you to improve your skills first!
Remember to ask your adviser if you
have been completely cleared. You will
be blocked from upper-level (3000,
4000-level) courses if you have not. Many
students, who have taken all their required
developmental courses semesters ago, find
out their record has not been updated until
they run into that block during registration.
--If this is not your first visit, dig out that
degree plan you’ve been working on and
bring it along. This will save time for both
you and your adviser, and will ensure you
are still following the plan you started with.

Requirements for your major may have
changed since you started, but you should
continue to follow the plan with which you
started. (Do you know your catalog year?)
--If this is your first visit, it’s also time
to declare your major and sign your degree
plan.
--You may need to speak to a departmental
adviser or faculty adviser from your major,
especially for permission to enroll in some
courses. Your adviser can help you make
contact with the department.
--Determine your Satisfactory Academic
Progress standing. If you need to, take this
opportunity to sign a contract and prepare
an Academic Success Plan.
--See the “big picture.” Know what you
are going to take each semester so that you
can balance out your semesters.
--Prerequisites will be a big part of the
planning process. Review your entire
program of study with your adviser,
not just one semester at a time. Know
which courses must be taken before
others and which must be taken together
(concurrently). Ask your adviser about
placement testing for mathematics or
Spanish credit by exam.
--Be an active participant in planning

your educational future. Learn all the
requirements to earn your degree. Is it time
to apply for graduation? See your adviser
for a graduation check. There is no more
disappointing news than to find out you
won’t be graduating on time because you
failed to plan.
--Decide exactly what courses and
when--the Spring 2010 Course Schedule is
posted online at www.utb.edu.
At the Academic Advising Center, you
can learn how to access and use Scorpion
Online to register. It is so much easier: no
waiting in line and can be done in your
pajamas at 6 a.m.
--Know exactly what course and section
you need and register early. Many of
your favorite courses, professors or time
slots will be filled very quickly. Avoid the
waitlist.
Almost all of these issues can be
resolved today, so why wait? Make your
appointment now.
The Academic Advising Center is
located in the Camille Lightner Center
and can be reached at 882-7362 or
academicadvising@utb.edu. We look
forward to seeing you!

Book your academic advising appointment
By Valerie Gamez
Academic Adviser
Registration for May, Summer Sessions
and Fall will change this registration
period. Students will register in blocks
according to their ID numbers. The
registration period for May, Summer I and
II begins Tuesday and runs through April
19. Registration for Fall 2010 opens April
20 and closes May 3.
All students will be allowed to register
for May, Summer I and II and Fall sessions
on May 4. The first registration period for
Fall 2010 will be done by identification
numbers. Check the following Web
site for your day of registration, http://
w w w. u t b . e d u / e m / r e g i s t r a r / P a g e s /
RegistrationPeriods.aspx.
Are you ready? It’s wise to plan
ahead! Now is the best time to make an
appointment with your academic adviser.
Advisers are not just for helping you
register for classes. We are here to help you
plan your future and to avoid pitfalls along
the way. Here are some points to consider:
--Students with an appointment will be
seen first. The Academic Advising Center
will make every effort to see as many

United

Continued from Page 1

United to Serve project, said
David Mariscal, coordinator of
Judicial Affairs.
Earth Week events on campus
will run from Saturday to April
22, Mariscal said. The highlight
will be the Earth Day Fair,
scheduled April 22.
“We’d like to have students
come out on Earth Day and
participate in all the activities,”
Mariscal said. “Maybe they can
get some ideas on how they
can do their own activities to
have a healthier environment, to
promote environmental causes,
and be environmental leaders.”
Other events include the
Recyclable Art Project, where
students can submit their artwork
made with recyclable materials
to the Student Union office
and win prizes. The deadline to
submit artwork is April 19.
Read the April 19 issue of
The Collegian for the complete
schedule of Earth Week events.
For more information, call
Mariscal at 882-5141, or send an
e-mail to david.mariscal@utb.
edu.

Show and tail

Junior biology major
and Gladys Porter
Zoo volunteer Ady
Treviño (right) shows
off a Texas bull
snake to sophomore
exercise science major
Gilberto Lopez (left),
who stopped at the
zoo’s booth during
the Volunteer Fest
held March 30 on the
Paseo. Also shown is
Damian Hairston, an
education assistant
from the zoo. Student
Life sponsored the
event, which drew 19
organizations.
Luciana Morales/Collegian
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Profesor rinde tributo a Américo Paredes Estudiante
de hoy
Por Ana Laura Martell
Editora de Español

Manuel F. Medrano, profesor
de historia en UTB/TSC,
ha publicado la biografía de
Américo Paredes, erudito del
siglo XX y catedrático de
la Universidad de Texas en
Austin, “Américo Paredes: In
His Own Words, an Authorized
Biography”.
El
autor,
oriundo
de
Brownsville,
se
propone
familiarizar a las generaciones
jóvenes con lo que las
pasadas ya deberían de saber:
“Américo Paredes fue un
erudito valiente que defendió
nuestras tradiciones fronterizas
con dignidad y honor”, dijo
Medrano en una entrevista para
El Collegian.
Su madre fue la primera que le
habló a Medrano sobre Paredes.
Tiempo después le escucharía
cuando este último expuso el
discurso central en el Centro
Cívico durante el tributo que
le rindió la universidad Texas
Southmost College a fines de los
años setenta.
Medrano entrevistó a Paredes
por primera vez en 1994, cuatro
años antes de su fallecimiento, y
se interesó inmediatamente por
el erudito. Esto, si bien marcó
el principio de un proyecto que
posteriormente se convertiría
en biografía, también fue el
comienzo de una nueva amistad.
“Una vez que le hube
entrevistado, me fascinó y
le entrevisté una y otra vez”,
recordó Medrano.
El autor pronto se ganó la
confianza de Paredes y éste, a
su vez, compartió con Medrano
varios documentos, inclusive
cartas personales, que luego
incorporaría Medrano en su
proyecto.
La biografía destaca entre la
bibliografía acerca de Paredes;
la mayoría de los libros se
enfocan en las obras del erudito
o son biografías no autorizadas
por Paredes.
Posteriormente,
Medrano
entrevistó a los hermanos, hijos

Michelle Serrano/Collegian

Manuel Medrano, profesor de historia de UTB/TSC, firma un ejemplar de su libro
“Americo Paredes: In His Own Words” para el estudiante de postgrado Joe Lee
Rubio el pasado martes.

y sobrinos de Paredes quienes no
sólo hicieron revelaciones sino
que también le compartieron
fotografías. De no ser amigo de
la familia del erudito, jamás lo
habría logrado.
Asimismo, entrevistó a los
colegas y alumnos de Paredes.
Dedicó también mucho tiempo
a su investigación, consultando
archivos, artículos periodísticos
y otros materiales informativos
en la biblioteca Nettie Lee
Benson
Latin
American
Collection de la Universidad de
Texas en Austin.
El autor pretendía asegurarse
de que la historia de Paredes
se narrara tal y como el propio
Paredes se la narró a él.
“Quería escribir un libro que
respete lo que hizo pero que
respete lo que fue, más que

nada”, afirmó Medrano.
Según el biógrafo, Paredes fue
un hombre sencillo y de carácter
humilde, que jamás fanfarroneó
o se jactó de sus logros; tampoco
colgaba sus reconocimientos en
la pared, sino que los colocaba
agrupados en el piso contra la
pared.
“Su obra habla por él”, apuntó
Medrano.
A pesar de haber alcanzado
el éxito que alcanzó y de contar
con el respeto de aquellos
cuyas vidas impactó, Medrano
considera que lo más grandioso
es el tipo de persona que fue
Paredes.
“Exigía mucho a sus alumnos
pero al mismo tiempo [fue] una
gran persona [que] conocía el
poder del conocimiento”, señaló
Medrano. “Pero también sabía

cómo articular con respeto para
que la gente quisiera aprender
en lugar de temerle debido [al]
conocimiento [que poseía]. No
es lo mismo sentirse intimidado
que considerarse retado, y eso
me llamó mucho la atención”.
También le impactó y le
enorgulleció cuán orgulloso se
sentía Paredes de ser egresado
de la pequeña universidad que
es actualmente UTB/TSC.
El biógrafo aprecia todo lo
que el erudito compartió con él
y todo lo que llegó a conocer
aún después de su muerte.
“Alguien … de quien sabes
cuando eres niño, a quien
citas en tus clases para que tus
estudiantes le conozcan, para
después conocerle, para después
redactar su biografía, es lindo”,
mencionó Medrano. “Es lo
máximo”.
Medrano ha coescrito dos
libros de historia, escrito tres
poemarios y dirigido la serie
de historia oral titulada “Los
del Valle”, es decir, perfiles
de individuos prominentes
oriundos del Valle de Texas
como el mismo Paredes, el
escritor
chicano
Rolando
Hinojosa-Smith y la Rectora de
UTB/TSC Juliet V. García.
“A medida que nuestra
comunidad y universidad pasan
por sus respectivas historias,
es importante reconocer a los
individuos que en su camino
pararon aquí y que mejoraron
nuestra ciudad y nuestra
universidad”, declaró Medrano.
Lo ideal para Medrano sería
biografiar a otra figura local,
José Mendoza López, a quien
también ha perfilado en “Los del
Valle” a cuya familia también
conoce. López fue soldado del
ejército estadounidense quien
posteriormente fue galardonado
con la Medalla de Honor por su
heroísmo durante la Segunda
Guerra Mundial.
Medrano presentó su libro
el pasado martes en el Salón
Cassia del edificio EDBC.
El libro está a la venta en
las librerías Barnes & Noble y
BookBee.

Américo Paredes
Américo Paredes nace el 3 de sept.
de 1915 en Brownsville. Asiste a la
preparatoria Brownsville High y la
universidad Brownsville Junior College.
Padre, cónyuge y erudito, obtiene su
doctorado en letras inglesas y antropología
de la Universidad de Texas en Austin.
Como resultado, se le ofrece la cátedra en
ambos ámbitos en la misma.
Escritor prolífico, folklorista, poeta y
guitarrista que domina cinco idiomas. Le
agradan los corridos e inclusive elige el
corrido de Gregorio Cortez como tesis
doctoral.
De carácter meticuloso y persistente,
Paredes se caracteriza tanto por su coraje y
perfeccionismo como por su inteligencia y
buenos modales.
Su erudición contribuye a la preservación
del folklor mexicano y mexicanoamericano,
tradiciones fronterizas y al movimiento
chicano. Muere el 5 de mayo de 1999.
--Ana Laura Martell

OFICINA DE NOTICIAS E INFORMACIÓN DE UTB/TSC

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Nombre: Amanda Sommer
Edad: 21
Ciudad Natal: Nogales, Arizona
Promedio: 3.47
Especialidad: Psicología
Clasificación: Estudiante de último año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre 2010
Reconocimientos: Scorpion Scholar; Lista
del Decano: Otoño 2008, Primavera 2009 y
Otoño 2009
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta nadar, ir al gimnasio
y correr. También me gusta leer; leo mucho en
el verano”.
Actividades
extracurriculares:
“Soy
mentora en LAMP (Leadership and
Mentorship Program) y miembro de Psi Chi y
del programa Read and Lead Initiative”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Aún no decido
en qué especialidad pero quiero ser asesora o
terapista”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Obtener un
doctorado en psicología clínica y escribir
un libro en algún momento de mi carrera
profesional”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años? “Estaré
desarrollándome en mi carrera profesional, tal
vez casada y con hijos, viviendo en la isla y
con un libro ya publicado”.
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más grande? “Obtener
la seguridad para dirigirme a grandes grupos
de estudiantes y hablarles sobre el liderazgo,
el uso eficiente del tiempo y otros talleres”.
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “La oficina
de Vida Estudiantil, que organiza muchos
eventos y actividades, y LAMP”.
¿Si pudieras cambiar algo de la universidad,
qué harías? “Unir más a los alumnos y
promover el amor a la universidad. Si pudiera
cambiar algo sería que más estudiantes se unan
a organizaciones estudiantiles y actividades en
el campus”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes
de nuevo ingreso? “A los estudiantes de
primer año les es más difícil preguntar a sus
profesores sobre las tareas o sobre lo que no
entendieron por eso creo que deberían conocer
a sus profesores, visitarlos en sus horarios de
consulta”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes
para estudiar antes de un examen? “Que
administren su tiempo sabiamente; que
dediquen unas horas a estudiar cada día y que
lean el libro de texto porque muchas preguntas
provienen del libro”.
Anécdota: “Barack Obama, entonces
candidato en las elecciones primarias, visitó
la universidad en el 2008 y se reunió con
funcionarios de UTB en El Gran Salón. Un
gran número de estudiantes le aguardaban a la
salida en el césped de la Unión Estudiantil para
verlo. Obama decide acercarse a saludarnos.
… Yo estaba parada sobre los ladrillos y tenía
unos pantalones con un hueco muy grande en
la rodilla. Le dije ‘Mucho gusto en conocerle’
y él preguntó ‘¿qué pasó con tus pantalones?
Mi respuesta fue ‘¿Eh?’ y no dije nada después
de eso. Obama dijo ‘OK, cuídate’ y saludó a la
siguiente persona. Me dio mucha vergüenza. …
[Cuando fue elegido presidente] me sentí muy
avergonzada porque pensé ‘oh, el presidente
cree que soy tonta’, pero probablemente ni lo
recuerda. Creo que fue una gran experiencia
haber conocido a Obama e incluso ahora tengo
una historia divertida que contar”.
--Recopilado por Luciana Morales
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In with the old and in with the new

Scorpions get blast from the past as well as signing local talent

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Pace High School senior Karla Lozano (center) becomes the Scorpions’ fifth recruit of the season after signing
a letter of intent to join the the UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer Team Wednesday in the Garza Gym. Also shown

is Scorpion Head Coach Nik Barjaktarevic (from left), her parents, Gina and Alberto Lozano, and Assistant
Coach Shane Sanchez.

By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
Pace High School senior Karla Lozano
has signed a RRAC Letter of Intent to play
for the UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer Team
next season.
Lozano, a regular for Pace, was
introduced during a news conference held
last Wednesday at Garza Gym by Coach
Nik Barjaktarevic and Assistant Coach
Shane Sanchez.
“She’s a player that I think will fit in
well and fit in quick because of her fitness
levels,” Barjaktarevic said after the news
conference. “She’s a hard worker and I
think she will learn a lot, especially from
her first year here, and she’s definitely
someone who will be a big part of the
program in the future.”
Lozano has been training with the
Scorpions since the start of the year and
was thrilled to finally be making the jump
to UTB/TSC.
“I’m really excited,” she said. “It’s a
dream come true. I’ve always wanted to
play for the college and it’s just really great.
When I practiced with [the UTB/TSC
team] I felt really close to them. It’s been
a really good experience, really different
from high school. College level, like Nik
says, is harder; you have to compete all the
time but, it’s been good.”
Lozano becomes the third Scorpion
signing announced in the last week,
following Tameka Barrett and the
unexpected return of ex-Scorpion Aliesha
Cassie, who played for the team back in
2007.
“I’m so excited to be coming back,”
Cassie said, speaking exclusively to The
Collegian. “The Scorpions soccer program
has really progressed in its short time and
the fans were awesome.”
But what exactly was it that made Cassie
come back to Brownsville?
“I chose to come back because, for one,
I want to finish where I started and UTB/
TSC [is] a highly rated team,” she said
in an e-mail interview. “I also love the
different nationalities and cultures UTB/

Colegian File Photo

Aliesha Cassie, shown here in action for the UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer Team back in 2007, is returning to
Brownsville to play in the Fall 2010 season.

TSC brings. I had a great and successful
two years at Park [University, MS], which
at the time was the best move for me and
now I feel I’m ready to move on and gain
even more college-level and nationalranked status experience than before.”
Barjaktarevic is ecstatic with Cassie’s
return but admits it wasn’t a pre-calculated
move.
“It was definitely something we didn’t
plan on,” he said. “Circumstances kind of
came together and created an opportunity
for us. In 2007, she was a big, big part
of the team, being part of the first team

All-Conference, and I think a big thing
is she knows the program. She’s been in
a really tough team at Park; she’s been in
the national tournament and coming in as
a senior with that experience can only help
the team.”
But even with this national tournament
experience and prior knowledge of the
Scorpion system, Barjaktarevic doesn’t see
Cassie as an automatic choice for captaincy
or even as an automatic starter.
“She will be one of the players who will
have to fight for her own place in the team,”
he said. “We have an established team but

she’s one of the players who we expect
leadership from when she comes in, but
it’s not like she will come in as a captain.
She may be able to establish herself as a
captain, but I think every year it usually
takes a little bit of time to see who really
steps up and just because you’re a captain
one year doesn’t mean you will be the next
year.”
Barjaktarevic is also excited about his
other signing, Tameka Barrett, a Jamaican
goalkeeper, despite never actually seeing
her play live.
“She’s a good player,” he said. “We
really believe she’s going to be a starter.
We’ve seen footage and we’ve had great
recommendations about her. We’re
bringing in two goalkeepers, and we
think it’s going to be one of our strongest
positions.”
Barjaktarevic also said that this
recruiting class was one of his most
successful yet and there will be more new
faces announced in the coming weeks as he
looks to build a side that can qualify for the
national tournament next fall.
“It’s going really well, we’re almost
done,” he said. “Karla is the fifth
recruit we’ve announced and we will be
announcing five more before the end of
the semester. At this point we have five
players who we’ve made offers to and we
have commitments out of three. We’re still
waiting on the other two but we still feel
strongly that our recruiting is done.”
One of these five players is rumored to
be midfielder Morgan Keitel, a current
member of the Bethel College, Tenn.,
squad, who took a tour of campus and
trained with the women’s squad only a few
weeks ago.
“We’ve had conversations with
Morgan,” Barjaktarevic said. “But at this
point nothing is set as far as her coming.
She came and had a tour of campus and
trained with us, but that’s about it.”
The Scorpions finished this season as
Red River Athletic Conference champions,
but were eliminated from the first round
of the national tournament by Southern
Nazarene University.
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Another special night at Scorpion Field
Scorpions show great bouncebackability to beat A&M

Manuel Reyna/Collegian Photos

Scorpion left fielder Matt Warner (above) hits the ball into the outfield Tuesday night during the Scorpions’ game against Texas A&M International
University-Laredo. Dustdevils Head Coach Chad Porter (right) argues with home plate umpire Hector Esparza after a call that was initially ruled safe
was reversed during Tuesday’s game at Scorpion Field. The Scorpions came back from a 14-7 deficit to beat the Dustdevils 16-14.

By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
On a night of great school unity for the cause
of breast cancer, the Scorpion baseball team
showed great team unity as they came back
from a seven-run deficit to beat Texas A&M
International-Laredo, 16-14.
To honor those in their battle against breast
cancer, two survivors of the disease, Debbie
Abrego-Medina, 43, an administrative assistant
for the UTB/TSC Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs, and Vangie Henggeler,
85, grandmother of Scorpion catcher Gus
Henggeler, threw out the opening pitches of the
game.
However, even on such a charitable night, the
Texas A&M squad wasn’t in any sort of a giving
mood as it raced ahead by four runs in the top of
the first inning, thanks to a clever bunting tactic
which the Scorpion fielders failed to get to grips
with early on, much to the disgruntlement of the
Scorpion bench.
The Scorpions, however, were not about to
be upstaged on home turf, and, showing great
team spirit, were able to bounce back. With
bases loaded after a smart steal from center
fielder Jorge Camorlinga and a head shot to left
fielder Matt Warner, current RRAC Player of
the Week Brian Bustos stepped up to the plate
and allowed the Scorpions to get their first run
on the board with a smart single.
Still with bases loaded, a new, trimmerlooking Matt Ginn took to the plate, steadied
his swing and showed that while he may have
lost a few pounds he certainly hasn’t lost any
of his power as he hit a Grand Slam to put the
Scorpions ahead 5-4 going into the second.
After an incredibly eventful first inning, with
both sets of batters taking out of the blocks like
greyhounds, the Scorpion players were able to
keep a clean sheet in the second, third and fourth
with some tight fielding and good pitching,
which allowed them to increase their lead by
two runs, both scored by right fielder and man
of the match, Peter Maldonado.
The fifth inning was the most memorable
of the game, but for all the wrong reasons.
A&M was able to tie up the game at 7-7, with

MAN OF THE MATCH:

PETER MALDONADO

Solid in the field and
solid with the bat, getting
the runs the Scorpions
needed at crucial times. A
quality performance from
a player who keeps on
getting better.

a combination of good batting and bad fielding
from the Scorpion players. The umpire took
the brunt of this bad patch for the Scorpions,
in what turned out to be an eventful night for
the officials, when a stray ball struck him in
the chest and sent him hurtling to the floor. The
inning would then get worse for the umpires, as
a contentious call against A&M brought a halt
to proceedings, which led to A&M Head Coach
Chad Porter launching an astonishing 10-minute
tirade toward the officials over the decision. The
umpires stood firm and Porter’s Yosemite Sam
routine was even accompanied by some good
music from the Scorpion technical staff.
Play resumed, and A&M found its rhythm
in the sixth, taking a 14-7 lead. The Scorpions,
now down by seven, were able to cut the deficit,
first thanks to a huge solo homer by Camorlinga
that surely must have landed somewhere in
Harlingen. Then the Scorpions closed the gap
to three thanks to a triple by Ginn and a balk by
the A&M pitcher. With the score now at 14-11,
a buzz was going through the crowd, and there
was a sense that it was turning into one of those
special Scorpion Field nights.
The Scorpions didn’t disappoint either,
keeping it tight again in the seventh, with an
impressive catch from Bustos, a highlight of the
inning. This tight fielding allowed the Scorpions
to tie the game, with Bustos scoring the team’s
14th run of the evening.
With the score all squared up going into
the last two innings, it was now a question of
nerve and which team would be able to see the
game out. A&M faltered, after the Scorpions
registered another clean sheet, allowing
Camorlinga to capitalize and put the Scorpions
back into the lead. The Scorpions then increased
their lead, once again thanks to Maldonado, who
showed luck favors the brave after a smart steal
was followed by another balk and allowed the
Scorpions to go ahead 16-14. The balk was then
followed by another incident for the officials
to deal with, as A&M pitcher Chris Villa was
thrown out of the game due to dissent toward an
umpire after the balk call was made. This again
led to another altercation between the A&M
coaching staff and the umpires.
There is a saying in the world of sports that
an official’s performance can be rated by how
much he is noticed but while the umpires were
involved quite heavily in last Tuesday’s game,
which would normally lead to criticism, they
performed admirably, conducted themselves
with aplomb and should certainly be applauded
for their efforts.
Again, play resumed after this further
distraction and the Scorpions were able to see
out the game, bringing an end to an entertaining
and eventful game of baseball.

Aughney: We can still improve
By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
After witnessing the UTB/TSC baseball team’s recent win, Head Coach Bryan Aughney was
keen that his players didn’t rest on their laurels.
“We can still get a lot better,” Aughney told The Collegian after his side’s 16-14 win over Texas
A&M International University-Laredo. “We’ve been hitting the ball well for the last couple of
weeks now, but nobody’s hitting a thousand, so there’s plenty of room for improvement!”
Asked how he thought his squad did in its final victory against A&M, Aughney seemed satisfied
but not overly thrilled.
“Obviously, we put up 20 hits and scored some runs, so we did well there,” he said. “But on
the flip side, we gave up 16 hits and 14 runs. We didn’t pitch it very well. We couldn’t locate the
fastball, we’re behind on a lot of counts, so as I was telling the guys it doesn’t matter what we’ve
done, what we did yesterday or what we did last week, we’ve got to come prepared every day.
Every game is up for grabs and the one who earns it is the one who will get the W.”
Right fielder Peter Maldonado agreed with his coach that the team’s performance wasn’t
perfect, but he was pleased to get another win.
“It was a great win,” Maldonado said. “We got a lot of hits on the board; the pitching wasn’t all
there, but at the end we came together as a team and we got through it.”
The UTB/TSC Baseball Team has started with a bang in RRAC conference play but Aughney
doesn’t see this break from conference as one that will hinder the team.
“I like it,” he said. “It gives us an opportunity [to play], because usually, middle of the week,
we’re [playing intersquad games] so it gives us the opportunity to play somebody else and give
some guys some innings to make sure, come tournament time, they’re ready to go on the mound.”
Maldonado agreed.
“We see it as every game is important,” he said. “It doesn’t matter if it’s conference or not. Today
was still an important game and we needed a win to get ready for this weekend.”
Last Tuesday was Breast Cancer Awareness Night and Aughney was keen to thank the fans for
their support.
“We got great support from our university and our campus and it was real nice to see a good
crowd out there for a great cause,” he said. “You know, anything I can do to help find a cure or help
[the fight against] breast cancer, we’ll do it every day of the week.”
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP STUDIES

MAY 2010 SESSION

Course Title

Instructor

SPED 4386.60

Modifications Inclusive Settings (Synchronous Online
meeting time at 9:30 MTW)

Mary Curtis

Modifications Inclusive Settings (Synchronous Online
meeting time at 10:30 MTW)

Mary Curtis

SPED 4386.61

DR. DIAMANTINA G. FREEBERG | 882-8869 | DIAMOND.FREEBERG@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

PSYC 2314.86

Lifespan Development

Deborah Huerta

ENGLISH

PSYC 4312.80

Psychology of Gender

Jared Montoya

MR. WILLIAM HARRIS | 882-8239 | WILLIAM.HARRIS@UTB.EDU

MODERN LANGUAGES
DR. DANIA LOPEZ-GARCIA | 882-6503 | DANIA.LOPEZGARCIA@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

SPAN 2321.80

Hispanic Language and Culture

Dania Lopez-Garcia

DR. OLIVIA RIVAS | 882-7678 | OLIVIA.RIVAS@UTB.EDU

Course Name

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EDSL 4307.60

Foundations of Bilingual/ E.S.L

Sandra Mercuri

*DR. JERZY MOGILSKI, CHAIR 882-6636 JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU

ONLINE MATH COURSES WITH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION & TUTORING

Course
Name

Course Title

Instructor

Room

Days

Time

MATH
1314.01

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

MATH
1332.02

Math for Liberal Arts

MATH
1342.01

Elementary Statistics

Jose Navarro/Luis Sanchez

TANDY 211

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

MATH
2412.02

Pre-Calculus Mathematics

James Hilsenbeck/
Shaghayegh Setayesh

SETB 2.508

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

SUMMER I 2010 SESSION
ALLIED HEALTH

MR. EUSEBIO ORTIZ | 882-5194 | EUSEBIO.ORTIZ@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

SPED 4386

Modifications in Inclusive Settings

Mary Curtis

ENGLISH
MR. WILLIAM HARRIS | 882-8239 | WILLIAM.HARRIS@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

ENGL 1301.81

Composition I

Farhat Iftekharuddin

ENGL 1302.81

Composition II

Farhat Iftekharuddin

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

ENGL 1301.81

Composition I

Farhat Iftekharuddin

MATHEMATICS

ENGL 1302.81

Composition II

Farhat Iftekharuddin

DR. JERZY MOGILSKI | 882-6636 | JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU

MATHEMATICS
DR. JERZY MOGILSKI | 882-6636 | JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

Fred Warnke

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP STUDIES

DR. OLIVIA RIVAS | 882-7678 | OLIVIA.RIVAS@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

MATH 1342.80

Elementary Statistics

Jorge Navarro

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

MODERN LANGUAGES

MATH 1314.80

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

DR. DANIA LOPEZ-GARCIA | 882-6503 | DANIA.LOPEZGARCIA@UTB.EDU

MATH 1332.80

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

MATH 1342.80

Elementary Statistics

Jorge Navarro

SPAN 2321.80

Hispanic Language and Culture I

Laura Robledo

MATH 2412.80

Pre-Calculus

James Hilsenbeck

SPAN 4334.80

English/ Spanish Translation

Ignacio Rodriguez

SPAN 2315.80

Basic Spanish Bilinguals II

Ana Pena-Olivia

MODERN LANGUAGES

NURSING

DR. DANIA LOPEZ-GARCIA | 882-6503 | DANIA.LOPEZGARCIA@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

DR. KATHERINE DOUGHERTY | 882-5071 | KATHY.DOUGHERTY@UTB.EDU

SPAN 2317.80

Business Spanish

Ignacio Rodriguez

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

SPAN 2322.80

Hispanic Language and Culture II

Laura Robledo

NURS 4311.81

Edna Garza-Escobedo

SPAN 2313.80

Basic Spanish Bilinguals I

Ana Pena-Olivia

Contemporary Issues in Professional
Nursing

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

NURSING

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

DR. KATHERINE DOUGHERTY | 882-5071 | KATHY.DOUGHERTY@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EDTC 3323.60

Designing Interactive Multimedia

Joseph Corbeil

EDTC 3323.61

Designing Interactive Multimedia

Joseph Corbeil

POLYSOMNOGRAPHY

EDTC 3332.60

Application of Instructional Technology

Joseph Corbeil

MR. JUAN LEAL | 882-5017 | JUAN.LEAL@UTB.EDU

EDTC 3332.61

Application of Instructional Technology

Joseph Corbeil

EDUCU 2303.01

Technology in Education

Janet Martinez

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

NURS 4307.81

Transcultural Nursing

Sally Roach

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

RSPT 4210.01

Polysomnography Instrumentation I

Alberto Santos

RSPT 4215.01

Polysomnography Instrumentation II

Alberto Santos

RSPT 4320.01

Fundamentals of Polysomnography

Alberto Santos

RSPT 4330.01

Polysomnography Intervention

Alberto Santos

*DR. JERZY MOGILSKI, CHAIR 882-6636 JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

HPRS 1205.01

Medical Law/ Ethics for Health Prof.

Ann Linville

HPRS 3301.01

Introduction to the Evolving Health Care System (10-week course)

Connie Hayes

HPRS 4301.01

Intro Health Data Utilization (10-week course)

Shamina Davis

HPRS 4302.01

Continuous Quality Improvement (10-week course)

Kim Morris-Garcia

HPRS 4312.01

Applied Pathophysiology (10-week course)

Shamina Davis

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

MATH 1314.02

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

10:00 AM - 11:40 AM

HPRS 4330.01

Independent Study (10-week course)

John McCabe

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

MATH 1314.03

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

5:15 PM - 7:30 PM

HPRS 4334.01

Issues and Trends in Health Care ( 10-week course)

Connie Hayes

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

MATH 1332.01

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 9:40 AM

HPRS 4360.01

Practicum in Health Services (10-week course)

John McCabe

EDTC 3310.60

Introduction to Educational Technology

Staff

MATH 1332.02

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

10:00 AM - 11:40 AM

EDTC 3320.60

Instructional Design for Corporate Trainer

Eduardo Farias

MATH 1332.03

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

5:15 PM - 7:30 PM

EDTC 3320.61

Instructional Design for Corporate Trainer

Eduardo Farias

MATH 2412.01

Pre-Calculus Mathematics

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

EDTC 3321.60

Computer/ Web- Based Training

Mary Flores

MATH 2413.02

Calculus I

Staff

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

12:00 PM - 2:40 PM

EDTC 3321.61

Computer/ Web- Based Training

Mary Flores

APPLIED BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
MS. BEATRIZ CASTILLO | 882-7078 | BEATRIZ.CASTILLO@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

ALAW 4301.80

Legal Research and Writing

Karen Betancourt

APBT 3312.80

Administrative Office Management

Irma Jones

ONLINE MATH COURSES WITH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION & TUTORING

*ONLINE MATH COURSES WITH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION & TUTORING
DR. JERZY MOGILSKI, CHAIR 882-6636 JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU

APBT 3335.80

Applied Organizational Communications

Janna Arney

APBT 4391.80

Current Issues in Applied Technology

Irma Jones

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

Room

Days

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

Room

Days

Time

MATH 1314.01

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 9:40 AM

*
· All course content is available online via MyUTBTSC Blackboard, http://myutbtsc.blackboard.com . . . .
REQUIREMENTS FOR MATH ONLINE COURSES WITH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION & TUTORING

HITT 3305.01

Cancer Disease Staging

Barbara Denton

MATH 1314.03

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

POFM 1309.80

Medical Office Procedures

Mary Valencia

MATH 1332.01

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

. . . including online interactive materials, course video clips, animations, faculty notes, problem exercises, .
. . . quizzes, PowerPoint lectures and more.
Students are also required to attend class at their schedule classroom(s) to receive face-to-face . . . . . . .
8:00 AM - 9:40 AM
. . . instruction and tutoring. Quizzes and tests will be administered in the classroom(s).
10:00 AM - 11:40 AM
For extra academic support, math students have access to a math open lab tutoring room for . . . . . . . . . .
5:15 PM - 7:30 PM
. . . collaborative learning groups and tutoring located in SETB 2.446.
Math Online Tutoring (Smartthinking) will be available 24/7 via MyUTBTSC Blackboard.
8:00 AM - 9:40 AM

MATH 1332.02

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

10:00 AM - 11:40 AM

MATH 1332.03

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

5:15 PM - 7:30 PM

MATH 1342.01

Elementary Statistics

Jorge Navarro

Tandy 211

MTWThF

2:00 PM - 4:15 PM

MATH 1342.02

Elementary Statistics

Jorge Navarro

Tandy 211

MTWThF

8:00 AM - 10:15 AM

BMGT 1301.80

Supervision

Magdalena Solis

MATH 1314.01

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

HITT 1305.01

Medical Terminology I

Mary Valencia

MATH 1314.02

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

BACHELOR OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
DR. PETER GAWENDA| 882-4197 | PETER.GAWENDA@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EXPL 2301.80

Analysis of Learning Outcomes (10-week Course)

Francisco Garcia

Time

·
·
·

GRADUATE

EXPL 2301.81

Analysis of Learning Outcomes (10-week Course)

Francisco Garcia

MATH 2412.01

Pre-Calculus Mathematics

James Hilsenbeck

SETB 2.520

MTWThF

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

TECT 3301.80

Foundation Technology

Maria Elena Corbeil

MATH 2413.01

Calculus I

Staff

SETB 2.548

MTWThF

12:00 PM - 2:40 PM

TECT 3302.80

Psychology of Technology Training

Maria Elena Corbeil

MATH 2413.02

Calculus I

Staff

Tandy 211

MTWThF

5:15 PM - 9:00 PM

TECT 3303.80

Training Methods in Industry

Maria Elena Corbeil

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

SUMMER II 2010 SESSION

MAY 2010 SESSION

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP STUDIES
OLIVIA RIVAS | PHONE: 882-7678| E-MAIL: OLIVIA.RIVAS@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

SPED 6308.60

Supportive Interventions and Assistive Technology (Synchronous Online
Meeting T/The 6-9pm)

Mary Curtis

APPLIED BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

DR. DIAMANTINA G. FREEBERG | 882-8869 | DIAMOND.FREEBERG@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

MS. BEATRIZ CASTILLO | 882-7078 | BEATRIZ.CASTILLO@UTB.EDU

PSYC 4312.86

Psychology of Gender

Jared Montoya

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

PSYC 4330.86

Psychology and the Legal System

Jared Montoya

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

APBT 3322.80

Janna Arney

PSYC 4374.80

Topics in Psychology

Diamantina Freeberg

Information and Technology in
Organizations

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

Workforce Ethics

Karen Betancourt

EDCI 6304.60

Learning and Cognition (May 18th to August 13th)

Michael Sullivan

EDCI 6334.80

Curriculum Development (May 18th to August 13th)

Michael Sullivan

BACHELOR OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

EDTC 6320.80

Instructional Technology (May 18th to August 13th)

Janice Butler

EDTC 6321.80

Instructional Design (May 18th to August 13th)

Joseph Corbeil

APBT 3309.80

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DR. RAFAEL OTERO | 882-5809 | RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

DR. PETER GAWENDA| 882-4197 | PETER.GAWENDA@UTB.EDU

BLAW 3337.80

Business Law I

Thomas Blakemore

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EDTC 6323.80

Multimedia/ Hypermedia (May 18th to August 13th)

Cheng-Chang Sam Pan

BLAW 3338.80

Business Law II

Thomas Blakemore

TECT 4304.80

Training Methods in Industry

Maria Elena Corbeil

EDTC 6332.80

Practicum in Educational Technology (May 18th to August 13th)

Cheng-Chang Sam Pan

BMIS 3351.80

Information Systems in Organizations

Edith Galy

EDTC 6340.80

International Management (This course may require on-campus testing)

Clara Downey-Adams

Applications of Advanced Technologies in the PK- 12 Classroom (May 18th
to August 13th)

Janice Butler

INTL 4361.80

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

INTL 4371.80

International Marketing (This course may require on-campus testing)

Russell Adams

EDTC 6341.80

Student Centered Learning Using Technology (May 18th to August 13th)

Janice Butler

MANA 3361.80

Principles of Management (This course may require on-campus testing)

Hugh Shane

MANA 3362.80

Human Resources Management (This course may require on-campus testing)

Jennie Johnson

MANA 4360.80

Organizational Theory and Behavior (This course may require on-campus testing)

Jennie Johnson

MANA 4366.80

Small Business Management (This course may require on-campus testing)

Gerald Hollier

MARK 3371.80

Principles of Marketing (This course may require on-campus testing)

Marvin Lovett

MARK 3371.81

Principles of Marketing (This course may require on-campus testing)

Russell Adams

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

ACCT 2302.80

Principle of accounting I (This course may require on-campus testing)

Mary J Sauceda

DR. RAFAEL OTERO | 882-5809 | RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU

ACCT 3325.80

Governmental and Not-for-Profit Acct (This course may require on-campus testing)

Mary J Sauceda

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

BMIS 3303.80

E-Commerce Strategies- This course may require on-campus testing

Qinyu Liao

BLAW 6301.87

Legal Environment of Business (8-week course)

Thomas Blakemore

BMIS 3303.81

E-Commerce Strategies- This course may require on-campus testing

Qinyu Liao

MANA 6360.87

Kevin Cruthirds

BMIS 3351.80

Information Systems in Organizations- This course may require on-campus testing

Edith Galy

Production and Operations Management (8-week course. - This course may
require on-campus testing)

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
DR. JUAN R. IGLESIAS | 882-6605 | JUAN.IGLESIAS@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

CIST 3310.80

Foundation of Information Technology

Katherine de la Vega

CIST 3380.80

Special Topics in Computer Systems

Katherine de la Vega

COSC 1336.80

Programming Fundamentals

Katherine de la Vega

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DR. PATTI R. SALINAS | 882-8993 | PATTI.SALINAS@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

CRIJ 1310.81

Fundamentals of Criminal Law

Patti Salinas

CRIJ 3315.81

Legal Aspects of Evidence for Law Enforcement

Kevin Buckler

CRIJ 3315.82

Legal Aspects of Evidence for Law Enforcement

Staff

CRIJ 3331.81

Legal Aspects of Corrections

Kevin Buckler

CRIJ 3331.82

Legal Aspects of Corrections

Staff

CRIJ 4313.81

Seminar of Issues in Law Enforcement

Ben Brown

CRIJ 4313.82

Seminar of Issues in Law Enforcement

Ben Brown

CRIJ 4363.81

Gangs and Gang Behavior

Susan Ritter

CRIJ 4363.82

Gangs and Gang Behavior

Staff

KNOWLEDGE KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES.

DR. DIAMANTINA G. FREEBERG | 882-8869 | DIAMOND.FREEBERG@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EDTC 6342.80

Technology Leadership (May 18th to August 13th)

Michael Sullivan

PSYC 2314.01

Lifespan Development

Deborah Huerta

EDTC 6343.80

Master Teacher of Technology Practicum (May 18th to August 13th)

Janice Butler

PSYC 3313.01

Abnormal Psychology

Deborah Huerta

EDTC 6336. 60

Problems in Education: International Tech Issues

Staff

PSYC 4374.80

Topics in Psychology

Diamantina Freeberg

SOCI 1301.80

Introduction to Sociology

Mark Horowitz

SUMMER I 2010 SESSION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

DR. RAFAEL OTERO, INTERIM DEAN | EDBC 2.542 | PHONE:882-5809| E-MAIL: RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU

MANA 4352.80

Business and Society- This course may require on-campus testing

Anthony Daboub

MANA 4352.81

Business and Society- This course may require on-campus testing

Anthony Daboub

NURSING
DR. KATHERINE DOUGHERTY | 882-5071 | KATHY.DOUGHERTY@UTB.EDU

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

DR. JUAN R. IGLESIAS | 882-6605 | JUAN.IGLESIAS@UTB.EDU

NURS 5600.01

Transition to Graduate Nursing

Ava Miller

NURS 6370.01

Nursing Administration Concepts
and Theory

Eloisa Tamez

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

CIST 1337.80

Programming Fundamentals II

Staff

CIST 3316.80

Web Programming and Design

Bari Siddique

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION
DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DR. PATTI R. SALINAS | 882-8993 | PATTI.SALINAS@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

EDCI 6300.80

Introduction to Research (8 week course)

Michael Sullivan

EDCI 6304.80

Learning and Cognition (8 week course)

Michael Sullivan

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

CRIJ 1313.81

Juvenile Justice System

Staff

CRIJ 2313.81

Correctional Systems and Practices

Staff

CRIJ 4312.81

Principles of Law Enforcement Supervision

Steve Wilson

CRIJ 4312.82

Principles of Law Enforcement Supervision

Staff

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

CRIJ 4341.81

Correctional Casework and Counseling

Deborah Hartley

DR. RAFAEL OTERO, INTERIM DEAN | EDBC 2.542 | PHONE:882-5809| E-MAIL: RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU

CRIJ 4341.82

Correctional Casework and Counseling

Staff

Course Name

Course Title

Instructor

CRIJ 4370.81

Senior Seminar-Policy Issues

Noel Otu

ACCT 3351.80

Information Systems in Organizations (This course may require on-campus testing)

Thomas Blakemore

CRIJ 4370.82

Senior Seminar-Policy Issues

Staff

SUMMER II 2010 SESSION

ONLINE LEARNING AND
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College
Instructional Design Center • SETB 2.320 • (956) 882-6696
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Profesor rinde tributo a Américo Paredes Estudiante
de hoy
Por Ana Laura Martell
Editora de Español

Manuel F. Medrano, profesor
de historia en UTB/TSC,
ha publicado la biografía de
Américo Paredes, erudito del
siglo XX y catedrático de
la Universidad de Texas en
Austin, “Américo Paredes: In
His Own Words, an Authorized
Biography”.
El
autor,
oriundo
de
Brownsville,
se
propone
familiarizar a las generaciones
jóvenes con lo que las
pasadas ya deberían de saber:
“Américo Paredes fue un
erudito valiente que defendió
nuestras tradiciones fronterizas
con dignidad y honor”, dijo
Medrano en una entrevista para
El Collegian.
Su madre fue la primera que le
habló a Medrano sobre Paredes.
Tiempo después le escucharía
cuando este último expuso el
discurso central en el Centro
Cívico durante el tributo que
le rindió la universidad Texas
Southmost College a fines de los
años setenta.
Medrano entrevistó a Paredes
por primera vez en 1994, cuatro
años antes de su fallecimiento, y
se interesó inmediatamente por
el erudito. Esto, si bien marcó
el principio de un proyecto que
posteriormente se convertiría
en biografía, también fue el
comienzo de una nueva amistad.
“Una vez que le hube
entrevistado, me fascinó y
le entrevisté una y otra vez”,
recordó Medrano.
El autor pronto se ganó la
confianza de Paredes y éste, a
su vez, compartió con Medrano
varios documentos, inclusive
cartas personales, que luego
incorporaría Medrano en su
proyecto.
La biografía destaca entre la
bibliografía acerca de Paredes;
la mayoría de los libros se
enfocan en las obras del erudito
o son biografías no autorizadas
por Paredes.
Posteriormente,
Medrano
entrevistó a los hermanos, hijos
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Manuel Medrano, profesor de historia de UTB/TSC, firma un ejemplar de su libro
“Americo Paredes: In His Own Words” para el estudiante de postgrado Joe Lee
Rubio el pasado martes.

y sobrinos de Paredes quienes no
sólo hicieron revelaciones sino
que también le compartieron
fotografías. De no ser amigo de
la familia del erudito, jamás lo
habría logrado.
Asimismo, entrevistó a los
colegas y alumnos de Paredes.
Dedicó también mucho tiempo
a su investigación, consultando
archivos, artículos periodísticos
y otros materiales informativos
en la biblioteca Nettie Lee
Benson
Latin
American
Collection de la Universidad de
Texas en Austin.
El autor pretendía asegurarse
de que la historia de Paredes
se narrara tal y como el propio
Paredes se la narró a él.
“Quería escribir un libro que
respete lo que hizo pero que
respete lo que fue, más que

nada”, afirmó Medrano.
Según el biógrafo, Paredes fue
un hombre sencillo y de carácter
humilde, que jamás fanfarroneó
o se jactó de sus logros; tampoco
colgaba sus reconocimientos en
la pared, sino que los colocaba
agrupados en el piso contra la
pared.
“Su obra habla por él”, apuntó
Medrano.
A pesar de haber alcanzado
el éxito que alcanzó y de contar
con el respeto de aquellos
cuyas vidas impactó, Medrano
considera que lo más grandioso
es el tipo de persona que fue
Paredes.
“Exigía mucho a sus alumnos
pero al mismo tiempo [fue] una
gran persona [que] conocía el
poder del conocimiento”, señaló
Medrano. “Pero también sabía

cómo articular con respeto para
que la gente quisiera aprender
en lugar de temerle debido [al]
conocimiento [que poseía]. No
es lo mismo sentirse intimidado
que considerarse retado, y eso
me llamó mucho la atención”.
También le impactó y le
enorgulleció cuán orgulloso se
sentía Paredes de ser egresado
de la pequeña universidad que
es actualmente UTB/TSC.
El biógrafo aprecia todo lo
que el erudito compartió con él
y todo lo que llegó a conocer
aún después de su muerte.
“Alguien … de quien sabes
cuando eres niño, a quien
citas en tus clases para que tus
estudiantes le conozcan, para
después conocerle, para después
redactar su biografía, es lindo”,
mencionó Medrano. “Es lo
máximo”.
Medrano ha coescrito dos
libros de historia, escrito tres
poemarios y dirigido la serie
de historia oral titulada “Los
del Valle”, es decir, perfiles
de individuos prominentes
oriundos del Valle de Texas
como el mismo Paredes, el
escritor
chicano
Rolando
Hinojosa-Smith y la Rectora de
UTB/TSC Juliet V. García.
“A medida que nuestra
comunidad y universidad pasan
por sus respectivas historias,
es importante reconocer a los
individuos que en su camino
pararon aquí y que mejoraron
nuestra ciudad y nuestra
universidad”, declaró Medrano.
Lo ideal para Medrano sería
biografiar a otra figura local,
José Mendoza López, a quien
también ha perfilado en “Los del
Valle” a cuya familia también
conoce. López fue soldado del
ejército estadounidense quien
posteriormente fue galardonado
con la Medalla de Honor por su
heroísmo durante la Segunda
Guerra Mundial.
Medrano presentó su libro
el pasado martes en el Salón
Cassia del edificio EDBC.
El libro está a la venta en
las librerías Barnes & Noble y
BookBee.

Américo Paredes
Américo Paredes nace el 3 de sept.
de 1915 en Brownsville. Asiste a la
preparatoria Brownsville High y la
universidad Brownsville Junior College.
Padre, cónyuge y erudito, obtiene su
doctorado en letras inglesas y antropología
de la Universidad de Texas en Austin.
Como resultado, se le ofrece la cátedra en
ambos ámbitos en la misma.
Escritor prolífico, folklorista, poeta y
guitarrista que domina cinco idiomas. Le
agradan los corridos e inclusive elige el
corrido de Gregorio Cortez como tesis
doctoral.
De carácter meticuloso y persistente,
Paredes se caracteriza tanto por su coraje y
perfeccionismo como por su inteligencia y
buenos modales.
Su erudición contribuye a la preservación
del folklor mexicano y mexicanoamericano,
tradiciones fronterizas y al movimiento
chicano. Muere el 5 de mayo de 1999.
--Ana Laura Martell
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Nombre: Amanda Sommer
Edad: 21
Ciudad Natal: Nogales, Arizona
Promedio: 3.47
Especialidad: Psicología
Clasificación: Estudiante de último año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre 2010
Reconocimientos: Scorpion Scholar; Lista
del Decano: Otoño 2008, Primavera 2009 y
Otoño 2009
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta nadar, ir al gimnasio
y correr. También me gusta leer; leo mucho en
el verano”.
Actividades
extracurriculares:
“Soy
mentora en LAMP (Leadership and
Mentorship Program) y miembro de Psi Chi y
del programa Read and Lead Initiative”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Aún no decido
en qué especialidad pero quiero ser asesora o
terapista”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Obtener un
doctorado en psicología clínica y escribir
un libro en algún momento de mi carrera
profesional”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años? “Estaré
desarrollándome en mi carrera profesional, tal
vez casada y con hijos, viviendo en la isla y
con un libro ya publicado”.
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más grande? “Obtener
la seguridad para dirigirme a grandes grupos
de estudiantes y hablarles sobre el liderazgo,
el uso eficiente del tiempo y otros talleres”.
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “La oficina
de Vida Estudiantil, que organiza muchos
eventos y actividades, y LAMP”.
¿Si pudieras cambiar algo de la universidad,
qué harías? “Unir más a los alumnos y
promover el amor a la universidad. Si pudiera
cambiar algo sería que más estudiantes se unan
a organizaciones estudiantiles y actividades en
el campus”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes
de nuevo ingreso? “A los estudiantes de
primer año les es más difícil preguntar a sus
profesores sobre las tareas o sobre lo que no
entendieron por eso creo que deberían conocer
a sus profesores, visitarlos en sus horarios de
consulta”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes
para estudiar antes de un examen? “Que
administren su tiempo sabiamente; que
dediquen unas horas a estudiar cada día y que
lean el libro de texto porque muchas preguntas
provienen del libro”.
Anécdota: “Barack Obama, entonces
candidato en las elecciones primarias, visitó
la universidad en el 2008 y se reunió con
funcionarios de UTB en El Gran Salón. Un
gran número de estudiantes le aguardaban a la
salida en el césped de la Unión Estudiantil para
verlo. Obama decide acercarse a saludarnos.
… Yo estaba parada sobre los ladrillos y tenía
unos pantalones con un hueco muy grande en
la rodilla. Le dije ‘Mucho gusto en conocerle’
y él preguntó ‘¿qué pasó con tus pantalones?
Mi respuesta fue ‘¿Eh?’ y no dije nada después
de eso. Obama dijo ‘OK, cuídate’ y saludó a la
siguiente persona. Me dio mucha vergüenza. …
[Cuando fue elegido presidente] me sentí muy
avergonzada porque pensé ‘oh, el presidente
cree que soy tonta’, pero probablemente ni lo
recuerda. Creo que fue una gran experiencia
haber conocido a Obama e incluso ahora tengo
una historia divertida que contar”.
--Recopilado por Luciana Morales

